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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Demands on this country's natural resources are constantly 
increasing as the population grows and the econonqr expands. This trend 
focuses greater attention than ever before on the wise use of natural 
wealth. 
In the Forest products field, ways are constantly being found 
for transfomjing the wood residue and low value timber into good 
quality construction materials for various uses, instead of burning 
such wood as fuel or disposiî  of it as residue. 
The reconstituted board is one of the new products which has 
been developed in this field. It includes the manufacture of hardboard 
from wood fibers, particle board from wood particles, shaving board 
from specially cut wood shavirjgs and softboard (insulation board) from 
wood fiber pulp. 
A. ORIGIN 
In I91U (9) the first plant built to manufacture "softboard" 
(insulation board) was established by the Insulite Corp., now a divi­
sion of Minnesota and Ontario Paper Comparer. The Wood Conversion 
Company, and the Celotex Gompaiy started production in 1920. Two of 
these films also entered the hardboard field but are no longer pro­
ducing hardboard. The Celotex Compary at Marrero, Louisiana, discon­
tinued production of hardboard after a successful patent infringement 
1 
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suit by the Masordte Corporation in 1933* The Insulite Division, 
Minnesota and Ontario Paper Compaiy, International Fallsg Minnesota, 
continued manufacturing limited quantities of hardboard for export 
until 192:0* However, this firm is now installing machinery to have a 
large hardboard plant in production, 
Hardboard was a kind of reconstituted board product* It 
originated in 192b when William H* Mason installed some apparatus in a 
work shed next to a lumber mill in Mississippi, and disintegrated the 
fibers in wood chips by "exploding" them wiiJi high pressure steam. 
These fibers were pressed into hard surfaced boards, known later on as 
"Masonite", A patent on the process and "hard grainiess fiber" product 
was granted in 1928* 
The second plant in manufacturing hardboard was the United 
States Gypsum Conçatgr, It began producing hardboard at Greenville, 
Mississippi in 193U* It and Masonite were the only two plants in the 
United States manufacturing hardboard up to the end of World War II» 
Particle board was first produced as a commercial product by the 
Chapman Manufacturing Company, Corvallis, Oregon, in 192̂ 6* It was 
originally introduced to utilize wood waste, Germany, now a leader in 
the industry, started to produce particle board in 191*8 (11)* 
B, GROWTH OF THE INDUSTRIES 
The outbreak of hostilities in Korea stimulated the expansion of 
hardboard production capacity by the aid of the United States govern­
ment in granting accelerated tax amortization on new plants in the 
amount of many millions of dollars for hardboard plant expansions and 
3 
construction. 
In 19Sh six new hardboard plants had been located in Oregon̂  two 
of them having been completed in 19$h» A new plant was established in 
Washington and one in Minnesota, In addition, the Masonite Corporation 
built a new plant at Ukiaĥ  California, in 1951 (2ii.)« 
At the end of 1956, there were about 16 hardboard and softboard 
plants, 3U particle board plants and 7 shaving board plants, or a total 
of about 57 reconstituted board plants (10,2U). 
It is estimated that, by the end of 1959) there will be maiçr ad­
ditional such plants in operation in the United States and also in 
Europe and Asia, 
G. OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE 
The country's bunqser crop of babies is a key factor in deter­
mining future demand for reconstituted board products as well as for 
the many, many other things people use and need. Today's birth rate is 
one-half greater than 10 years ago* Then, too, people now live longer 
because of modern medical programs and higher living standards. Also 
the need for building and replacing dwellings offers another enormous 
market for wood reconstituted boards. The rapid growth in population 
will offer expanded markets for the mary more items made of wood recon­
stituted boards such as furniture, cabimts, school desks, games, toys, 
and maiy others# 
According to the Stanford Research Institute (19), the total 
reconstituted board comsumption for all uses is estimated to grow 
three-fold in the next two decades o 
k 
All this indicates a bright future for this industrye The 
reconstituted board field is little different from others of its kind. 
Success still will depend in large degree on extensive product develop­
ment workj in seeking out new uses® and new applications as a satisfac­
tory substitute for another product; and from continaal]y promoting and 
selling the advantages of the particular product» 
CHAPTER II 
CHARACTERISTICS OF WOOD RECONSTITUTED BOARD 
The expression "wood reconstituted boards" is comparable to the 
term "synthetic lumber" in that it imludes boards artificially made 
from Tuood materials of various kinds* It does not include boards coi>-
sisting of mixtures of wood materials -with otAar ingredients such as 
cementg gypsum or asphalt* 
"Wood reconstituted boards" denote generally aî r boards made from 
residual noodj including "fiber board" (softboard and hardboard)g 
"particle board"̂  "shaving board"g and also hard surfaced boards which 
are neither definitely wood fibers nor wood particleŝ , but a combination 
of the two* 
A. GENERAL CLASSIFICATION OF WOOD RECONSTITUTED BOARDS 
The fiberboards differ from the shaving boards aiKi particle 
boards in structureg physical properties and methods of production, 
Tlhereas fiberboards are constructed of wood fibers produced from chips 
by explodinĝ  grindinĝ  or chemical digestion̂  shaving boards and par̂  
tide boards use discrete wood particles obtained from chipping, grinct= 
Ing or cutting* 
Due to an overlapping between the different fiberboards as 
regards densitieŝ  end usesg thicknesses and other mechanical proper­
ties, it is difficult to classify them on aiy single basis* The dis­
advantage in a classification according to usage arises from the fact 
5 
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that individual applications may successfullly use fiber boards with a 
wide range of densities and strengths® Alsop classification on the 
basis of thicknesses is not satisfactory since a fiberboard can be 
produced by several methods in thicknesses tip to two inches* The same 
objection applies to a separation by manufacturing methods (10)* 
The most widely used means for classifying fibepboardsg "rtiile 
not con̂ letely satisfactory either g can be used with better success 
than most# This means consists of classif̂ ng the boards with respect 
to density. A difficulty arises here from the fact that, due to pro-
cess TariableSj) the same -type boards produced by different manufactur­
ers will vary slî tly in density. The method iSg however̂  satisfactory 
for general purposes. 
The U« S. Forest Products Laboratory classifies building fiber̂  
boards with regard to density as follows (8): 
Specific Gravities 
1. Softboard 
a. Semi-rigid Insulation board 0.02 = 0.15 
b. Rigid insulation board 0.15 == OoUO 
2. Intermediate density board O.UO =• 0.80 
3. Hardboard 
a. Untreated 0.88 - leOlj. 
b. Treated 0.95 ° l.l5 
c. Special densified 1.35 *= 1.U5 
The approximate strength and physical properties of the fiber-
boards as classified above are listed in Table 1 (̂ ). The data shown 
will vary someiriiat with boards from various manufacturerŝ  due to dif̂ " 
ferences in manufacturerŝ  due to differences in manufacturing methodŝ  
c 
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types of fibers usedj, etc* 
Softboard 
The term "softboard" (insulation board) is used to denote boards 
made from wood pulpg being held together entirely ty the felting prop-= 
erties of the -wood fibers* Its density is relatively low in comparison 
with other wood reconstituted boards (2U)» Figure 1 shows soft boards 
made from wood fiber pulp* 
In producing softboard̂  the component fibers are merely mechanic 
cally felted like those of thick paper* The matted material is roll or 
screen pressed to consolidate it and squeeze out excess moisture before 
drying* Hot platens or rollerŝ  or continuous tunnelŝ  are used to dry 
the boards* The resulting product is porous throughout its thickness* 
Semirigid insulation board is the term applied to fiber board 
products manufactured primarily for use as insulation* These very low 
density fiberboards have about the same heat-flow characteristics as 
conventional blanket or batt insulation but have sufficient stiffness 
and strength to maintain •tiieir position and form without being attached 
to the structure proper (8)* 
Higid insulation boards are generally classified as follows with 
respect to their uses Class Ag general use boards? Class Bg lath for 
plaster baseg Class Cg roof insulation board? Class D, interior boardŝ  
factory finished; Class Eg sheathing! andg Class Fg interior boardj, 
flame resistant, finish surface (8)« 
The classification of intermediate-density fiberboard includes 
boards weighing between about 25 and 50 pounds per cubic foot* They 
are sometimes called wallboardsg but because rigid insulation board and 
FIGURE 1 
SOFTBOARD UME FROM WOOD FIBZH PI'lP 
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hardboard are also used as wall cover!qg, the term •intermediates-
density" is more restrictive. Included in the intermediate-density 
board are the laminated-paper wallboards and the partially densified 
hardboards (8). 
Hardboard 
The term "hardboard? was originally applied to denote boards 
produced only from wood fibers by either steam exploding or mechanically 
fiberizing wood, and then applying heat and pressure to reform the re­
sultant fibers into a hard, homogeneous board having a density usually 
exceeding that of the original natural wood» The fibers are rebounded 
in the manufacturing process by the lignLns (and aiçr resim which are 
usually added) so that the fibers are held together as in the natural 
wood. Being grainlessg "hardboard" does not cracky split nor splinter.» 
and it is free of knots and other lumber defects (2l|.)* Figure 2 shows 
hardboard made from wood fibers. 
The association of hardboard manufacturers has suggested the 
following definition of "hardboard" | "Hardboard shall coî rise inter-
felted lignocellalosic wood fibers consolidated under heat and pressure 
into a board characterized by a natural ligneous bond (2U)." This ref­
erence to the "natural ligneous bond" emphasizes the fact that the 
small amounts of additives cannot account for the high strength of the 
product. 
The most common hardboard is smooth only on the top side. The 
bottom side bears the impression of a screen. Hence this type of 
product is sometimes referred to as "screeriback" hardboard. A screen 
is necessary underneath the matted material being pressed whenever the 
• # • • 
• • » 
« • • » 
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« • < • 
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t t • • 
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FIGliRE 2 
HARDSO.tRD MADE FRO?' WOCT) FIBERS 
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mat has a high moistwe content* The screen permits water to drain off 
and also enables the steam generated during the hot press cycle to 
escape. Boards having impressions left by screens are sometimes sanded 
or planed if it is necessary to have both sides smooth. If the mats 
are relatively dry lAien pressedg a screen is unnecessarŷ  and two smooth 
sides result# 
The "standard" or "untreated? grade of hardboard is the most 
commonly produced in the United States. Sometimes these boards are 
given specific treatment to impart certain additional properties. For 
example, both the strength and irater resistance of hardboard may be im­
proved through various methods of heat treatment. Boards so treated 
are generally called treated or "tendered" hardboard. 
ShaviBg Board 
The general diaracter of "shaving board" was described by Artnin 
Elmendorf of Elmendorf Research, Inc., in a paper presented before the 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers at Chicago, Illinois, November 
l!̂ , 19% entitled "Manufacture of Synthetic Lumber in Gm%aqy* (?)• 
"Wood shaving board consists essentially of flat, shaving=like 
flakes of wood bonded together with synthetic resins to produce thick 
panels that are subsequently generally faced with veneer when used in 
the furniture industry, but are singly varnished or lacquered when used 
for doors and for decorative purposes in display windows, and for in­
terior paneling." 
The terms "flakeboard?*, "shredboard" and "waferboard" are somê  
times used to designate boards made from particular types of wood shav*» 
ings, such as shreds, flakes or wafers. These reconstituted boards may 
13 
be classified generally as "shaving board", being made up of thin 
slices of wood specially produced by cutting nhole wood with a knife 
hog OF a special type of shaving, or flake, machine (2li)« Figure 3 
and Figure U show boards made from wood flakes and wafers respectively* 
Particle Board 
The term "particle board" is used more frequently now to denote 
boards made from wood particles by cutting, hammermilling or grinding 
wood to produce granules, slivers, or sawdust (2li)o Figures 5s 6̂  and 
7 show the boards made from planer shavings, screen fineŝ  and hammer-
milling respectively* 
The Oregon Forest Products Laboratory has suggested that wood 
"particle board" be defined as (2U)? 
"A conç)osition board consisting of distinct particles of wood 
bonded together with a synthetic resin or other added binder. This 
type of board is distinguished from fibrouŝ felted board in that the 
added resin or other binder provided the primary bond in the board." 
The terms "chipboard?' and "coreboard" are used at times to 
designate a certain type of particle board, usually granular in form» 
It is often used as core material to which a wood vene®? is bonded* 
The classification of particle boards was described by 
Dr. G. G. Marra (12). It is shown in Table 2 in condensed form. 
In manufacturing hardboard, shaving board and particle board, 
heat is applied at the time of pressing to bond the material together 
and form a strong homogeneous mass* Also, the pressures are higher 
than in manafacturing softboard* These conditions produce hard sur̂  
faced boards. 
lii 
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FTRUHE U 
WAFER BOARD FROÎÎ TEÎEX WAFERS 
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FTGTTRE $ 
PARTICIE BOARD M-OUE FROÎf PLATER SHAVINGS 
FIGUHE 6 
PARTICI£ BOARD MADE FROM SCREEN FIffîS 
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FIGURE 7 
PARTICIE BOMD W.DE FROM HAMt.<ERMILIS 
TABIE H 
CLASSIFICATION OF WOOD PARTICIEBOARDS ON THE BASIS OF CURRENT AND PROPOSED PRACTICE 
IN EUROPE AND THE UNITED STATES (12) 
TYPE OF 
HOOD EIEMENT 
BOARD GROUPS 
ONE - LAYER TWO - LAYER THREE - LAYER 
PARTICÎ  
Produced ty 
Disc Grinders or 
Hamniennills from 
Chips or Shavings 
(includes 
Fibrous Fines) 
FLAKES 
Produced by 
Special Gutters 
with ITnives and 
Wood Grain oriented 
similar to Veneer 
Cutting, 
1. Flat-pressed particles. 
2. Extruded particles. 
1, Coarse particle 
base nith fine 
particle surface. 
1, Fibrous particle 
center with fibrous 
fine surfaces, 
2, Coarse particle 
center with fine 
particle surfaces 
3, Flat-pressed mixture of 
particles and 
disintegrated flakes. 
h» Extruded mixture of 
particles and 
disintegrated flakes. 
2, Particle base with 
decorative flake 
overlay 
3, Disintegrated flake 
base with fine 
particle overlay. 
3» Disintegrated flake 
centOT with fine 
particle surfaces. 
It, Coarse particle 
center with 
disintegrated flake 
surfaces. 
5» Coarse particle 
center with Intact 
thin flake surfaces. 
5. Flat-pressed, intact 
flakes. 
6. Flat—pressed, disinte­
grated flakes, 
7. Extruded, disintegrated 
flakes. 
It, Disintegrated flake 
base with decorative 
flake overlap. 
6. Disintegrated flake 
center with intact 
thin flake surfaces, 
7. Disintegrated flakes î 
thick flake center with 
thin flake surfaces. 
8. Intact flakes; 
thick flake center with 
thin flake surfaces. 
20 
Specialty Board Variations 
A new «diffusion board" has been announced that filters radio«=« 
active fallout g poison gasses and germ laden particles from the alanos-
phere. It is being tested for military and civilian shelterŝ , as a 
protection from some of modern war's deadly effectso Secret chemicals 
are added to a fiber board during its manufacture to enable the screen» 
ing out of the deadly gases and particles when used for human and animal 
shelters* It is claimed that life-sustaining oxygen passes through 
this board to prevent the suffocation of those staying inside the shel­
ters® Also J carbon dioxide gas given off in breathinĝ  along with 
respiratory vaporŝ  can pass through this special board» It is be­
lieved that eventually this board will be made available to the general 
public for constructing shelters in homes and civilian buildings for 
protection duriiîg possible eneny attacks (2h)* 
The term "Flapreg* is applied to denote a new kind of recon= 
stituted board composed of resin impregnated wood flakes for it is a 
contraction of flakes and impregnation* It is of high density due to 
the large amounts of resin added (about 3̂ %)̂  has good dimensional 
stability, and possesses high tensile and flexural strength (21)* 
Figure 8 shows Flapreg made from Douglas fir flakes* The physical prop­
erties of Douglas fir Flapreg are mentioned in the following discussion 
of the properties of wood reconstituted board* 
B. PROPERTIES OF TROD RECONSTITUTED BOARDS 
General properties of wood reconstituted boards are classified 
in Table 1, page ?• The data are based on 1953 information provided by 
21 
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the Forest Products Laboratory of the United States Department of Agri-
cttltore at Madisoî  Wisconsin, and revised in 1955» One basis for 
classification is the board's density or "specific gravity"# Specific 
gravity is the relation of the weight of an object to the weight of an 
equal volume of pure water, at or 39*2°F* 
From the standpoint of general physical characteristics, a board 
becomes stronger as its density increaseŝ  however, its insulation 
properties decrease. The density of a board, however, is not necessar­
ily the controlling factor* For example, by making slight variations 
in manufacturing particle board, it is possible to modify these physi­
cal characteristics, by merely increasirg or decreasing the amount of 
resin or other binders, including sizing* 
The bonding of materials in a board may result from physical or 
chemical chaî ges which take place in the composition of the wood fibers, 
or may come about through the addition of a binding substance such as 
resin* 
Binding agents and other materials may be added to improve a 
board's physical characteristics by making it stronger or more resistant 
to moisture, fire, or decay. Some of the materials added are synthetic 
resins, alam, acid, waxes, drying oils, or chemicals to resist fire and 
decay* 
Hardboard, shaving board, and particle board, like natural wood, 
are subject to swelling when exposed to moisture* However, the amount 
of moisture absorption (and subsequent dimensional change) by these 
boards can be controlled by special treatment, as mentioned in manufac­
turing processes. 
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The usual color range of urood reconstituted boards varies from a 
light straw shade to dark brownj, unless coloring materials have been 
added in the manufacturing process# 
The data in Table 1, page 7, shows that rigid softboardg with a 
low density of 9 to 2? pounds per cubic footg has a coefficient of 
thermal conductivity of 0*2? to O.LOg meaning it has good iiBsulation 
qualities against the transfer of heat or cold, 
LowMiensity particle board varies from 2̂  to 50 pounds per cubic 
foot# High-density particle board falls in the same density grouping 
as hardboards varying ft-om 50 to 70 pounds per cubic foot. 
The thermal conductivity of standard hardboard ranges from 
0*80 to l.Wg indicating poorer insulation properties than sofbboard. 
On the other handg the strength of untreated hardboard̂  express 
sed as "modulus of rupture"g varies from 3000 to 7000 pounds per square 
inch, but for rigid softboardg only 200 to 800 pounds per square inch» 
The average physical properties of Douglas fir Flapreg that was 
produced by Washington State Institute of Technologŷ  were as 
follows (21); 
Specific gravity 
Modulus of rupture (psi) 
Modulus of elasticity (psi) 
Internal bond (psi) 
Thickness swell % (̂ -hour water soak) 
Water absorption % (2Wiour water soak) 
1,910,000 
13,170 
1,097 
O.Wi 
0.U2 
1.39 
2k 
This Flapreg was produced under the following process conditions 
Average flake sizes Thickness 0*008" 
Width lA" 
Length 1/2" 
Resin content (dry wood basis)g 3̂ % solids 
Moisture content at pressing (dry wood basis)? 1% 
Pressing conditions? Ten̂ erature 32̂ °F* 
Pressure 2̂ 00 psi 
Curing time 2̂  minutes 
Cooling 5 minutes 
Flapreg can be readily worked with highspeed steel or carbide 
tools. It sands easily, takes a high polish, and needs no varnish or 
other finish for most applications (21)» 
The coiig)arison between the properties of reconstituted boards 
and & common wood such as pine, are as follows g 
1, According to specific gravity, the softboards (semi-rigid, 
and rigid) have a specific gravity between 0*02 => O.LOg 
intermediate-density 0»li0 = OeSOg hardboards (untreated and 
treated), 0*88 •= l.l̂ g special densified hardboard, 
1*35 •=* 1«U5| shaving board, 0«ii0 •=• l*10g and particle board 
(lom̂ density and high=density), 0,k0 - 1«05| but pines have 
specific gravity between 0«3à •== 0.61* This shows that the 
reconstituted boards, except semi-̂ rigid insulation board, 
have a specific gravity nearly the same or imre than pines» 
That means the stiffness, hardness, and weight of reconsti" 
tuted boards is the same or more than pines* 
2# According to thermal conductivity g pines have an average 
coefficient of thermal conductivity between 0.72 but 
softboards (semi-frigid and rigid) have coefficients of 
Oo2U •» OohO$ intermediate=densityg OoliO - 0«80| hardboardsj, 
untreated 0*80 - loLOg treated 1»50| special densified 1«85| 
and shaving boards and particle boards 0#U0 =• 0.80* Thus 
the softboards are the better insulators than pines. The 
thermal conductivity of other reconstituted boards is nearly 
the same or more than pines. 
3. In reference to other physical propertieŝ  such as modulus 
of rupturê  modulus of elasticitŷ  tension and compression 
strength values g pines have such properties nearly the same 
as hardboardg shaving board and particle board# 
G. USES OF "WOOD RECONSTITUTED BOARD 
The uses of hardboardŝ  shaving boards and particle boards are 
similar in many respects to plywood. These boards also may be worked 
with ordinary wood working tools | they can generally be sawedg drilledg 
routed; nailed̂  scored̂  bent g shaped̂  laminated̂  and surface treated 
with stainsg varnisheŝ , paints and enamels. 
1. Softboards having a low density are frequently used for 
thermal insulation purposes and also to deaden noises and 
undesirable sounds. Such boards are classified as being 
either semi-rigid or rigid. 
a, Sani—rigid softboards made from wood fibers, has the 
lowest density of all the wood recoretituted boards. 
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and weighs fï°oni lo5 to 9 pounds per cubic foot. It is 
often used in bus and truck bodieŝ  passenger automo-
bilesg railroad oarsg refrigeratorsg and other applica­
tions iriiere vibrations make it undesirable to use looser-
filled insulating material* 
b. Rigid softboard̂  produced from wood fiber s g weighs from 
9 to 2$ pounds per cubic foot. It is widely used in the 
housing field and in other building construction̂  but is 
not as resistant to scuffing or abrasions as intermediate 
density softboard. Its most common use is as facing 
material for interior wallŝ  for ceilingŝ  sheathinĝ  
roof insulation and structural roof decks® Its use as 
acoustical tile is also increasing» 
Intermediates-density softboard̂  made from wood fiberŝ  weighs 
from 25 to 50 pounds per cubic footo It is extensively used 
in housing construction and in other buildings irtiere a some-
•what stronger quality board is desirable and excellenfc in= 
sulating properties are not as necessary» It ordinarily is 
used for interior facing and sheathiig purposes» 
Hardboardg made from wood fiberŝ  weighs from 50 to 70 pounds 
per cubic foot» It is used uriierever a material must have 
more of the characteiristics essential for structural appllcâ  
tionsg or wherever hard-swearing surfaces are desired. Hard-
board is being used more and more as a construction material 
because it is available in larger sizesg with high strengtĥ  
with hard and smooth surfacesand with uniform densitŷ , 
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thickness, and color. Then̂  too, hardboard often is benfc 
into various shaped items* Hardboard has many of the same 
uses as thin plywood and sometimes it is even used as a 
substitute for metal. 
Shaving board may be used as an alternate for solid lumber 
for numerous purposes in building construction. Mary of its 
applications are similar to those found for plywood. 
Such boards are being used successfully in furniture 
making and in building construction, especially for interior 
paneling and doors. The board is generally faced with 
veneer nhen used in furniture. It also is being used in the 
building of railroad freight cars. 
Plakeboardj, shredboardj and waferboard are used for 
interior walla, doors, and also furniture. 
Particle board is being used in increasing quantities as core 
material to be faced with veneers for making furniture tops 
and parfôls and doors. It is being utilized in building coî>= 
struction as well. Plastiê surfaced countertops and cabinet 
sections frequently use wood particle board as a core mater­
ial, A large amount of unveneered particle board is used 
for closet doors and a certain amount is used as a core 
material for household flush doors. 
Flapreg in board or sheet form may be used as the excellent 
material for table, counter, and furniture tops, cutting 
boards, shelves, and floor tile. In machining to final form, 
it can be used in electric parts, gears, cams, metal spin-
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ning chuckŝ  patternsg punch and die sets for sheet metal 
fomdngj cutlery handleŝ  saw handles ̂ golf club heads g and 
bsrash handles® In molded form̂  Flapreg should be adaptable 
to trays g drain boardsg chair seats and backSg toilet seats,, 
and other simple shapes not requiring nnxch flow (21)* 
New uses are being found almost daily for all reconstituted wood 
products. 
CHAPTER III 
WOOD RAW MATERIALS 
Although some board manufacturers use cordmood, pulpwoodj, or 
other irtiole irood$ most of the present plants use wood residues from 
other conversion operations and their primary sources of raw materials. 
The term "wood residue" denotes any wood material which does not lend 
itself to conversion into normal production items in loggings lumberings, 
millingj and wood-working operationsg because of economic reasons or 
because of production reasons» Sometimes more specific terms are used 
such as "logging residue"g "lumbering residue" or "milling residue", to 
denote the source of the "wood residue", 
A, WOOD RESIDUE CLASSIFICATION 
The variety of wood reconstituted boards being manufactured today 
is so extensive and the processes used vary so greatlŷ , that many kinds 
of wood residue could be utilized̂  depending on the market demand for 
finished boards of the various types, and with the various properties 
within each type. 
In classification of wood residuê  sometimes the wood remnants 
produced at sawmills and veneer plants are known as "primary manufacture 
ing residues". All residues beyond this point, i.e.g those occurring in 
furniture, plywood and miscellaneous wood using industries, are termed 
"secondary manufacturing residues" (10)* 
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According to Winters (25)̂  residual irood may be classed as 
folloTTBs 
1» Logging waste 
a. Trees left in the forest because of excessive cull 
or low quality. 
b. Cut tree fragments left in the forest for the same 
reasons listed in (a), 
c. Trees nhich have been damaged in logging operations# 
2. Manafacturing waste 
a. Wood material "which is lost in secondary manufacture 
ing operations (furniturê  plywood)» 
A classification which mentions the specific forms of residues 
occurring at the various sources is listed below (2i|.)s 
1. Species of timber not generally used far lumber produc­
tion» 
2, Logging residues, tree topŝ  broken sections* MrnbSg culls 
and thinnings» 
3» Sawmill residues? barkg slabsg trimmingŝ  edgingŝ  
sawdust, shavingsg and broken pieces. 
It. Wood fabrication residues? shavings, wood scraps., 
sawdust, clippings, cores and veneer waste* 
Wood residue may be classified broadly in two catégorie Sj 
"coarse" and "fine". Coarse residue consists of slabŝ  edgirgsg trim­
mings, mis-cuts, cull pieces, and veneer cores, and other such material 
suitable for re-manufacture or chipping. Sawdust, shavings, wood sub= 
stance lost in debarking, chipper rejects, veneer clippings, and other 
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material generally too small for chipping is referred to as fine residue 
(25). 
Satwdust, slabs, edgings, end trim, shavings and cull lumber are 
by—products of sawmill operations® Concentration yards accumulate an 
assortment of end trim, shavings and cuU lumber. Veneer plant residues 
include sawdust, bolt trim-off, veneer scrap and cores. Furniture plant 
operations produce sawdust, and trim, edgings aM shavings (17). 
There are definite advantages to be gained by using some forms 
of residues in preference to others in reconstituted board manufacture 
dependiqg on the kind of board and the process# 
B. CHOICE OF RESIDUAL WOOD 
The choice of the raw material, in any particular instance, is 
limited to that type of residue which is economically available in suf­
ficient and permanent supply in the locality. The economic availability 
of the residue, will in part determine the type of board to be manafac= 
tured (6)» 
It is recognized that not all wood residue is suitable for hard-
board production. In some processes the bark must be removed, but in 
some board making processes, all or part of the bark can be used. This 
is true far some fiber board processing and certain particle board pro­
duction. The end use of the wood conqjosition board is the determining 
factor as to whether bark may be admitted in the manufacturing process. 
The factors to be considered in choosing the wood material sourc­
es can be broadly classified as follows (10); 
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1. Wood residue availability 
a# Quantity of residue available 
b« Permanence of ample residue supply 
2» Types of residue 
a. Species 
b. Form 
3» Residue costs 
a. Price of wood residues at their source 
b* Handling and transportation costs to point of use 
c. Processing required 
Wood Residue Availability 
The gross amount of wood materials required (per unit of board 
produced), in a reconstituted board manufacturing system is dependent 
om 
1« Quantity of undesirable matter present in the rair 
material. 
2# Moisture content of the residue* 
3. Loss of urood as "fines" (undersize particles produced 
during reproduction). 
It# Resin and additive content. 
Density of finished product. 
6. Board loss, if any, in edge trim and surface finishing» 
Undesirable Matter 
The most prevalent of undesirable substances mhich accompany 
wood residue are tramp metal, dirt rotted wood, and bark. These must 
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be removed to maintain a high level of quality in reconstituted boards 
and to reduce "ini-process" costs» In some fiber board processing and 
certain particle board production̂  all or part of the bark can be used 
depending on the end use of the wood reconstituted board. Slabs may 
possess up to 30 per cent bark by weight (It)» 
Moisture Content of Wood Residue 
This is likewise an important consideration in estimating the 
amount of wood required for production at a certain level* The moisture 
content of kiln-dried residues auch as furniture plant wastes approxi­
mates 6 to 10 per cent (l5)« Moisture content of this material is 
within the desired range for particle board production# If wet wood is 
used, it will require the consumption of a heavier amount of wood than 
kilnMdrled residues* to produce an equivalent amount of board* The 
optimum moisture content of the felt or mat at the time of pressing in 
dry process boards is about 12$* 
Loss of Wood as "Fines* 
In grinding or chipping the residue to obtain the desired 
particleSfl a loss of wood material occurs which varies with sizê  
species, moisture content, and type and amount of chipping and grinding* 
Besides producing particles which are suitable, reduction operations 
also produce particles that are too large or too small for use without 
further processing, it must also produce particles which are suitable* 
The oversize pieces are reprocessed, but the undersize particles, term­
ed "fines", are usually damped or sent to the boiler* Loss of fines 
that result #ien dry slabs and edgings are used, amount to from 10 
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to 20 per centj on an oven dry weight basis» The fines are sometimes 
used in three—layer boards as surface layer material» 
Resin and Additive Content 
The quantity of resin and additives used in the board also affect 
the amount of wood material included per square foot of end product» 
The wood in most Instances constitutes roughly 80 to 90 per cent of the 
total weight of the board; the remaining l5 per cent of the composition 
is made up of resin, various additiveŝ  and moisture# Sesin and addi­
tive content rarely will exceed exĉ t in some specialty pro ducts g 
it is usually about 6$ or less* 
Board Loss 
Trimming operatic nŝ , where performed̂  may result in an additional 
loss of raw materials. Some captive operations find applications for 
the trim in their parent plank* Others route the trim to the raw 
material supply for reprocessing into particle boards and still others 
scrap it* If it is scrapped̂  the absolute loss will depend on the width 
of trim taken in relation to the size of the boards produced* 
C. RESIDUE COSTS 
Wood residue cost constituenbŝ  as previously mentioned̂  arê  
(a) cost of •wood residue at point of occurrence, (b) handling and trans­
portation costs., and (c) preparation costs* 
The sale values of various forms of residue occurring at manufac­
turing operations in North Carolinâ  which were surveyed by the U* S» 
Forest Service, cooperating with the Iforth Carolina Department of Con?-
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serration and Development, are listed in Table 3 (17)* Estimates irere 
also obtained coveriiig the cost of this residue if delivered up to 30 
miles airay to a concentration yard* 
Since cull lumber and veneer cores represent coarser forms of 
residue, and have higher current utility values, handling and transpor­
tation costs represent a smaller percentage of the total cost than is 
the case with fine residue* 
As illustrated in Table 3> handling and transportation costs may 
amount to a considerable portion of the residue cost* Forest residue 
resulting from logging operations has definite drawbacks in this re­
spect* Its cost may be high because of gathering and concentrating it 
at some central location for use. This is accentuated by the wide 
scattering of forest waste as compared with manufacturing waste (2̂ )* 
Residue preparation procedure and equipnent are dependent on the 
form in which the residue is obtained* Influenced are the cleaning, 
reduction, drying and screening operations. 
Also an important consideration from an economic standpoint in 
material preparation is material containing bark* If this bark is to 
be included in the board, then, the problem of removal does not arise* 
Where the bark is not desired in the board, however, removal may be 
rather expensive* Ihen bark removal is to be performed, it is usually 
less expensive to btiy and process "barky slabs than whole logs (16)* 
D* IMTEGEEIATED OPERATION 
Disposing of wood residue is a common problem of enterprises 
engaged in logging, sawmill and woo d̂ -f abri cation operations* Therefore, 
TABIE III 
HEPORTED SAIE VALUE OF WOOD RESIDUE IN NORTH CAROLINA (1?) 
Small Samnills Large Sawmills Veneer Plants 
Type of Unit of At At Cone. At At Cone. At At Cone, 
Residue Measure Mill Yd. Mill Yd. Mill Yd. 
Sawdust $ per Ton $ 1.01 $ 5.06 
Slabs $ per Cord 1.58 6.20 $ 3.38 $ 9.50 
Edgings $ per Cord 1.23 6.00 1|.17 9.50 
End Trim $ per Cord 2.23 6,56 3.38 9.50 
Shavings $ per Ton 1.12 6.00 
Gull Lumber $ per M.Bd.Ft, 16.78 20.32 23.50 27.25 
Gores # per Cord 112.50 $18.00 
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a "wood reconstituted board plant offers an ideal set-up for utilizing 
residual wood. The enterprises producing wood residue may either dis™ 
pose of their "waste material" to independent wood reconstituted board 
plants or set up their own board plants. 
In factg a number of the reconstituted board plants are operated 
in conjunction with lumbering, sawmill or wood-fabrication operations. 
This condition is often ideal, since a supply of residual wood is 
readily available at low transportation cost. The economic advantage 
of adequate supplies of wood raw material at relatively low cost, and 
large-volume production of wood reconstituted boards, are strong fac-=' 
tors favoriqg the continued growth of board manufacturing* 
E. WOOD EESIDDE IN THE U.S.A. 
A surv̂  of wood residue on a national scale was made in l̂ Ut and 
the results were released in 19ii-8 under the title, "Wood Waste in the 
United States, Reappraisal Report Ifo. The following material taken 
from this report was presented at the IpUd National Annual Meeting of 
F.P.R.S. (25), 
Wood waste included the non-utilized portion of sound woods cut 
from trees at least 5 inches d«b.h. (diameter at breast height)* Upper 
stems of conifers to a U inch top, and hardwood limbs to the same 
diameter (minimum), as well as sound parts of trees that were damaged 
but left in logging and slash disposal operations were also included* 
The report embraced manufacturing residues, such as sawdust, shavingŝ  
slabs, edgings, trimmings, etc* Total annual waste on this basis was 
estimated at 6.5 billion cubic feet. Of this, 2*5 billion cubic feet 
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•was utilized as fuel* The balance, or h billion cubic feetg was avail­
able for utilization. Of the available waste r̂ ortedg approximately 
7̂  per cent, by volume, remained in the forest as logging residues» 
Further information concerning this subject was published Tgy the 
Pacific Power and Light Company (̂ )* The reference source used here 
was the U» S» Forest Service puclication, "Timber Resource Revieir", re­
leased October 1?» 19$̂ . The publication reported the results of a 
19$2 stirvey (10). 
According to this source, wood residue in the United States and 
coastal Alaska in 19̂ 2 was comprised of approximately billion cubic 
feet of plant residue and ij* billion cubic feet of logging residuê , of 
which nearly 3 billion cubic feet were unused. Furthermore, one-third 
of the timber cut for lumber was not used either for fuel or aty other 
purpose. 
Sources and uses of plant residue in 1952 are shown in 
Figure 9 (̂ ). 
Statistics on plant residue by geographic regions are tabulated 
in Table k (2I4.), giving a break—down between the volumes of "coarse 
residue" and "fine residue" produced in 19̂ 2 and unused# 
SOURCES OF 
PLANT RESIDUE 
IN 1952 
Lumber 2,950 
Veneer 
Pulp 
Other 
Million 
205 
170 
89 
i * 
Residue 
USES OF 
PLANT RESIDUE 
IN 1952 
Million 
Cubic 
Feef 
3.414 
1.752 
no 
170 
Unosecl 1-382 
3.414 
Ofher 
U) 
Coarse Residue; Slabs, Edgings^ Trimmings, Veneer Cores^ eic. 
Fine Residue: Saw/dust. Shavings. Veneer Clippings, etc. 
FIGUHE 9 
SOURCES Am USES OF PLAINT RESIDUE IN 19^2, UNITED STATES AND COASTAL AMSIIA ( 2 h )  
ko 
TABIE 17 
PLANT RESIDUE IN 1952 BT HEGIOMS, TJUITED STATES AND COASTAL ALASKA (2U) 
IN MILLIOIB OF CUBIC FEET 
Determined from Survey by United States Forest Service 
Timber Resource Revleir 
GEOGRAPHIC REGION 
RESIDUE PRODUCED UNOSED RESIDUE 
COARSE* FINÊ  TOTAL COARSE* FINÊ  TOTAL 
RELATION TO 
PRODUCTION 
NORTH 
New England 
Middle Atlantic 
Lake States 
Central States 
Plains States 
68 
79 
61 
2 
58 
6k 
k9 
3U 
2 
126 
lk3 
110 
88 
k 
25 
25 
5 
13 
1 
18 
27 
17 
11 
1 
k3 
52 
22 
2k 
2 
3k% 
36 
20 
27 
50 
TOTAL NORTH 26k 207 k71 69 7k 1U3 30$ 
SOUTH 
South Atlantic 
Southeast 
West Gulf 
2ltl 
299 
12h 
263 
361» 
18U 
50U 
663 
308 
109 
m6 
151 
205 
61 
260 
351 
105 
52$ 
53 
3k 
TOTAL SOUTH 66k 811 1,1*75 299 ai7 716 U9$ 
lEST 
Pacific Nbrttorest 
California 
Northern Rocky Mtn 
Southern Rocky Mti 
U36 
2k2 
31 
21 
536 
130 
50 
17 
972 
372 
81 
38 
120 
162 
15 
8 
125 
66 
15 
9 
215 
228 
30 
17 
25$ 
61 
37 
U5 
TOTAL HEST 730 733 1,463 305 215 520 36$ 
Total United States 
Coastal Alaska 
1,658 
3 
1,751 
2 
3,k09 
S 
673 
2 
706 
1 
1,379 
3 
kl$ 
60 
UNITED STATES and 
COASTAL ALASKA 1,661 1,753 3,klk 675 707 1,382 kl̂ g 
*Coarse residue consists ofj slabs, edgings, trimmings, miscuts, cull 
pieces, veneer cores, and other cull mate­
rial suitable for re-manufacture or 
chipping. 
ne residue consists of: sawdust, shavings, irood substance lost in 
barking, chipper rejects, vei»er clippings, 
and other material generally too small for 
chipping* 
1;1 
TABIE IV (conbimed) 
New England? Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, 
Rhode Island. 
Middle Atlantic: New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, 
West Virginia. 
Lake States* Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota. 
Central States: Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky. 
Plains States: North Dakota, Central and Eastern South Dakota, Nebraska, 
Kansas, Western and Central Oklahoma, Western and Central 
Texas. 
South Atlantic: Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina. 
Southeast: Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida. 
Western Gulf: Arkansas, Louisiana, Eastern Texas, Eastern Oklahoma. 
Pacific Northwest: Oregon, Washington. 
Northern Rocky Mountain: Montana, Idaho, Turning, Western South Dakota. 
Southern Rocky Mountain: Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico* 
CHAPTER IV 
MANDFACTTffiim PROCESSES 
Wood reconstituted board manofacturing is frequently considered 
as being an adaptation of the paper-making process# This similarity 
prevails for the "iret process" method nherein the raw material is reduc­
ed to a pulp, formed into a mat under water suspension, and finally 
pressed* However, in the "dry process", air replaces water in forming 
the mats, and the process is usually a modified "batch" rather than a 
continuoxis one. 
A. GENERAL MATERIAIS PREPARATION 
The methods used in preparing the wood coŝ onent materials are 
dependent on the type of raw material to be processed as well as the 
type of board to be produced. A knife hog or a special type of shaving 
or flake machine is normally used for the production of coarse chips or 
shavings from large-size materials sudti as pulp-wood̂ , or factory wastes 
such as slabs and edgings. 
The bark is normally rmnoved by a debarker before this primary 
reduction operation, but for some types of board it is allowed to re­
main. At the present, numerous log and slab debarker s have been 
developed. They may all be classified as either mechanical or hydraulic. 
Mechanical debarkers may be further classified as* 1# cutterhead-fixed 
or floating; 2. disk; 3» cambium; and. It» friction. 
h2 
h3 
In prodaclqg shaviqg or particle board, tiie coarse chips or 
shavings are next dried to a moisture content of approximately $ per 
cent in a special type of dryer# The drying of materials for shaving 
or particle board can be accomplished by a variety of means and maigr 
machines are being specifically designed for this purpose. The various 
types presently used might be listed ass 1, rotary drum dryer; 2. belt 
dryers; 3* circulation dryers; It. plate or turbo dryers; S. contact 
dryers; and, 6. suspension dryers (10). 
If coarse chips are first produced, they are usually reduced 
further in size by means of a hammer-mill disk grinder or a similar 
type of disintegrator. 
The materials are next passed into a series of vibrating or 
rotary screens, carefully classified accordiig to size and then normally 
stored in separate bins before further processiqg# 
The materials, in the correct particle size distribution̂ , are 
then metered by weight to a mixer, or blender, iihere each chip is ooat= 
ed uniformly with the additives* The most common mixers in use today 
are of two types» 1* the batch type; and, 2. the continuous type. The 
batch type, or periodical type, mixer is probably more widely used. 
Production of Wood Fibers 
In manufacturing conventional fibrous hardboard the size of the 
residual wood used is generally large enough to permit chipping. Ordi­
narily, sawdust, shaving, and small wood scraps that cannot be chipped 
are not suitable to produce hardboard, although shavings have been 
successfully used. The wood is usually reduced to fiber for hardboard 
production by one of tiro methods* steam exploding, or mechanical defi-
là 
brating and refining. 
With the steam exploding method the wood residue is converted to 
chips by cutting wood diagonally across the grain. The chips average 
about 3A inch (L) by 1 inch (W) in size and 1/8 inch thick. The wood 
chips are cooked with high pressure steam in heavy steel vessels. This 
treatment softens the lignin cementing layer between the fibers. Near 
the end of the cooking cycle the pressure is raised to about 1,000 
pounds per square inch, and then suddenly released. This causes the 
steam imprisoned in the wood chips to explode the wood into separate 
fibers and bundles of fibers (Masonite steam-gun method). 
With the mechanical defibrating method, wood chips are also used. 
They may be softened by cooking with steam or water at high temperatures 
and pressures to weaken the fiber bonds. Then the wood pieces are rub­
bed apart by metal discs in attrition mills to produce a coarse fiber 
product (Asplund Defibrator). 
Whether the fibers are steam exploded or mechanically defibrated 
•tiiey are generally processed further through mechanical diso=>type 
refiners, (Bauer, Allis-Chalmers, Sprout-Waldron). Aiçr coarse splinters 
and slivers are removed during the washing and screenirg operations. 
In some cases, the refiners alone are used in either dry or wet grind» 
ing operations# 
No chemical digestion or bleaching is done in the defibrating 
and refining steps| they are sinqily mechanical actions. 
With the stone grinding method, fibers are obtained from un-
chipped bolts of pulp wood as a result of abrasive action of -the stone 
revolving in water with the wood pressing against it. The basic pro-» 
cedure is similar to that in making groundirood pulp for paper. 
The fiber for softboard may be made try mechanical processes such 
as those used for hardboard but more frequently a chemical or semi-
chemical process is used* 
The chemical process in producing a fibrous material suitable 
for the manufacture of softboard also requires the irood in chips 
(in the case of wood). The chips are screened to a uniform size and 
are cooked in digesters or special retorts mith chemical solutions and 
steam pressure. The cook is generally not as complete as in the case 
of pulp for paper, and the cook is commonly followed by a further re­
fining of the fibers by mechanical means# This being the case maxy 
processes could properly be termed "semi—chemical". 
The fiberized material may be mixed in varying proportions with 
one or more of the following* repulped waste paper, hydrated pulp 
stock, and refined pulpmill screening. Moisture, firê  and vermin re= 
tardant materials and sometimes bonding agents are added. 
Cutting Wood Shavings 
In manufacturing shaving board, the bark-free wood is cut by 
special machines, as mentioned before, to produce thin flake-like 
shavings with the long axes of the botanic fibers being parallel to 
the surface of the flakes. Moisture may be added to the wood in order 
to obtain smoothly cut, -whole shaviî s. This procedure lengthens the 
life of the cutting knives and also reduces the amount of "fines" 
generated. 
In Europe the wood shavings vary greatly in width, but generally 
range in length from 1/2 to 1-1/2 inches, and have a thickness of about 
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l/lOO inch» There are two distinct types of shaving or flake machine 
disk and cylindrical* 
Making Wood Particles 
In manofacturirjg particle board, the waod particles may range in 
size from pulverized material to granular chips of different sizes (2!*). 
The wood particles are produced mechanically by various kinds of cutters 
and mills* Wood residue may be hogged, chipped, hammermilled or ground 
to produce these small particles* In all cases, C£̂ e is exercised to 
avoid serious daaage to the fibers, since that reduces the strength of 
the finished product* A high moisture content in the iiood residue being 
•worked helps to reduce fiber damage and the percentage of "fines" pro­
duced* 
The disintegrated -wood is screened to obtain particles of uniform 
size and shape* Over̂ sized particles are either re=»run to be reduced 
to proper size, or discarded* The "fines" (under-sized particles) are 
frequently discarded# although in a few plants layers of "fines" are 
concentrated at the surface of the particle board, resulting in a 
smoother finish* 
The range of particle sizes that can be utilized in making aiy 
particular board is limited, since there is a tendency for different 
sized particles to segregate and stratify, thereby producing a board 
which will warp. This is caused by variations in density between the 
board*s top and bottom surfaces* 
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B. ADDING BIHDING MATERIALS 
The rapid advancements made in producing wood reconstituted 
boards are attributed to a large extenfc to the progress made by manu-̂  
facturers of synthetic resins in formulating new resins to meet specif­
ic needs of individual board manufacturing processes. 
One of the distinguishing characteristics of wood shaving board 
and particle board, in comparison to fiber-felted hardboard, is that 
the primary bonding of the wood shavings and wood particles results 
from the resins or other binders added. 
In contoast, the primary bonding of the fibers in hardboard 
produced by the "wet process" results from the interfelting of fibers 
and the plasticizing and flow of natural lignin during the heat̂ press 
cycle. However, even in making hardboard with the "wet process" a small 
quantity of resin has proved beneficial. 
With the "semi-dry process" and the "dry process" of hardboard 
production, more of the bonding is attributed to the resin additiveŝ  
because with a lower moisture content in the mat being pressed there is 
less flow and plasticizing action of the natural lignin# It is recog­
nized, though, that hardboard can be made by the "dry process" without 
using resin additives* 
The amounts of resin used in making various types of wood 
reconstituted boards may be generally classified in the following 
ranges (2tt): 
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Type of Board 
Softboard 
Process 
Per Cent 
Resin Content 
Hardboard 
Hardboard 
Wet 
Wet 
Semi-dry 
0 - 1  
3A - 1-1/2 
1 - 2-1/2 
Shaving Board 
Particle Board 
Hardboard 
Dry-
Dry 
Dry 2 - 3  
3 — 6  
3 - 6  
For certain types of shaving board and particle board the resin 
content may be as mnch as 10 to 10 per cent. In making some kinds of 
three-ply boards the core material may contain from 6 to 8 per cent 
resin and the surface wood flakes bonded urith 9 to 12 per cent of 
resini less resin may be used@ depending npon the physical properties 
desired of the finished product. 
In making particle board, sufficient resin is necessary to coat 
the surface of a particle contacting other particles. The smaller the 
particlesthe greater the area of surfaces in a board to be coated with 
resin, and hence the need for larger quantities of resin. 
Since resins represent a costly ingredient in making particle 
board and ̂ avii% boards careful consideration must be given to select­
ing the proper sized wood particles and wood shavings in order to pro­
duce reconstituted boards at the lowest cost possiblê  and yet have 
boards with sufficient strength* There is a direct relationship be­
tween the size and shape of the wood materials and the percentage of 
resin needed to obtain certain physical characteristics in reconstitu­
ted boards. 
The resin binders used in producing wood reconstituted boards 
are generally "made to order" far particular processes to suit the 
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process variables and the nature of the raw materials used» 
In the "wet-felting" process of making hardboard̂  a liquid 
thermo-setting phenolic resin is generally added to the fiber slurry 
prior to ttie mat foimation. Since this kind of resin is water soluble, 
it is necessary to precipitate it on the fibers. This is done ly ad­
ding alum or acid to the fiber slurry so that the resin will adhere to 
the wood fibers and not be carried off in the water as it drains from 
the felted mat. 
In the "aiivfeltiî " (dry or semi—dry) processes of hardboard 
manufacture, a liquid thermo-setting phenolic resin is also generally 
used. The resin is usually sprayed on the wood fibers as they are air 
blown continuously through a blender or mixer. No acids are necessary 
to precipitate the resin since the fibers are not in a water solution, 
but a catalyst may be used if the jiî of the raw materials so dictates. 
In manufacturing shaving board the method of applying resin is 
very important in order to achieve uniform coating of the wood shavings. 
Either urea or phenolic resin may be used, but most shaviijg boards are 
made with the urea type resin since high water resistance is not usually 
critical in its enç)loyment« Either a batcdi mixer or a continuous mixer 
is normally used in applying the resin, usually as a fine spray, to the 
wood shavings being agitated. The liquid resin's viscosity is control­
led to permit fine spraying and yet avoid penetration into the wood 
shavings. 
Waxes, in either a solid state cr an emulsion, are generally 
added to wood reconstituted boards as "sizing" during their manufacture 
in order to reduce the water absorption by the finished product and to 
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secure a more even coating of the materials nith resin without 
excessive penetration of the particles. In some instances especially 
formulated water repeliants are added. 
Wax emulsions or the solid petrolatums (hot sprayed) may be used 
for urea resin bonded reconstituted boards | however, under no mal mill 
usage methods, the wax emulsions usually give better siziî g properties 
than the solid petrolatums to phenolic bonded particle boards. The 
American-Marietta Co. (3) has developed methods by uhich the solid 
petrolatums may be used with good sizing efficiency. 
These sizing materials are added in anounts of from 1/2 per cent 
to 1—1/2 per cent. The wax emulsions are usually added wiidi, or just 
after, the resin. The petrolatums are sprayed on the particles as a 
hot melt. 
No extenders or fillers are normally recommended with either the 
urea or the phenol formaldehyde resins. In a few instanceŝ  the use of 
an extender or filler may be beneficial because of a particular mill 
condition. 
C. MAT FOHMATIOW 
Wet Mat Formation 
In manufacturing hardboard with the "wet process", water is used 
as the felting medium in farming mats of irood fibers. Water conveys the 
fibers throughout each step, from their production to the formation of 
mats on screens. The water also facilitates the distribution of ary 
resin or chemicals Wiich may be added for better cohesion and water 
resistance of the finished board (2L)* 
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Principal advantages claimed for plants usirç the continuous, 
"wet-feltingw or "wet process" method of making boards ares 1, uniform­
ity of sheet formation; 2. volume production is high. 
Wet-formed boards may either be produced continuously or one at 
a time (batch-wise). "When formed continuously, the wet matted material 
passes over a Pourdrinier type wire screen or rotary screen to permit 
excess water to drain off. The name is derived from the Pourdrinier 
Brothers in England who perfected such a machine in the early days of 
paper-making. The fibers were poured out in a stream of water on a 
long wire screen looped over rollers, permitting the water to drain off 
as the screen moved along the rollers. 
Ralph Chcçman pioneered the "wet-felting" batch method in 191:6 
at his plant in Corvallis, Oregon. The type of raw material is similar 
to that used in other wet processes, and the finished product is es­
sentially "tiie same* The difference is that the wet mats are formed 
separately in a four-foot by eight-foot forming box. A vacuum is ap­
plied in the lower part of the box to suck water out of the stock, 
leaving a thick mat* The mat is prepressed (cold) to remove excess 
water and. reduce its thickness before beiqg placed in the hot-press. 
According to the Forest Products Laboratory (18) this batch type 
is suitable for a daily production of from 25 to $0 tons of board. 
Dry and Semi-Dry Mat Formation 
The principal difference in producing hardboard with the "dry 
process" or the "semi-dry process" is that the wood fibers are fairly 
dry and are deposited in a forming box air streams (air-felting) 
rather than by water. The fibers are then compacted (prepressed) into 
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mats by roller presses or belt presses before the final hot pressing. 
As a general rule, mats having a moisture content of less than 
2$ per cent before pressing are said to be formed by the "dry process", 
and those having up to $0 per cent moisture are classified under the 
"semi-dry process". Naturally, mats having a very high moisture con­
tent are classified under the "wet process" category (2U). 
When the mats have a lor moisture content they can be 
heat-pressed with presses having polished plates on both sides, re­
sulting in boards having two smooth sides » 
The Oregon Forest Products Laboratory studies show that -water 
requirements in a plant using the "dry=felting" process might be as low 
as 300 to UOO gallons per ton of board produced* On the other hand, 
with the "we-t-feltirg" process of manufacturing hardboard, the amount 
of -mater needed may be 20 to 30 times greater* On an averagê  10̂ ,000 
gallons of water are required to produce a ton of hardboard with the 
"wet̂ felting" process. 
Advantages to be gained with the dry or s®ni=<3ry processesg as 
opposed to the wet processesg are* 1* less water required̂  2. less pol­
lution of streams g 3* lower investment costs due to the rather expen­
sive panning equipment and mo-viqg screen associated with the wet 
process g and, U* shorter press cycles. Another advantage over the 
continuous wet process is the ability to produce a board -with two 
smooth sides without the necessity of installing expensive dryer equip­
ment, repressing or machining. 
The dry <xp semi—dry hardboard processes also posses drawbacks by 
comparison with the wet processes. For example, resin requirements are 
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greater (21*.) and press-plating pressures most be higher (l500 psi 
maximum) (1). In addition, unit manufacturing costs are higher for 
these processes due to the difference in production Tolume. 
Both shaving board and particle board are made by the 
"dry-process" in that neither the wood shavings nor the wood particles 
are conveyed in a water solution. Rather they are moved about by mech­
anical devices or air streams. The mats are usually "gravity-formed", 
that is, the wood material making up the mat falls down on the mat-
forming machine through the force of gravitŷ  rather than being blown 
out by air streams# The term "gravity-feltiî " would be incorrect when 
applied to particle board or shaving board manufacture since the wood 
materials in these boards is not subject to a felting action̂  as is the 
case with the wood fibers in making hardboard» 
In making three-ply board, the bottom surface of wood face 
material is laid down first g then the wood material for the core, and 
finally the uDod face material for the top surface® 
The mats may be formed continuously or batchwise for either 
shaving board or particle board* 
Flow diagrams of three typical board making processes are 
illustrated in Figure 10 (̂ )g namely: "wet-felting" fiber process; 
"air-felting", semi-dry, or dry fiber processj and "gravity-formed" dry 
particle or shaving process* 
D. PRE-PEESSIIIG THE FORMED MAT 
Usually the formed mats are pre-pressed (cold) after leaving the 
ma1>-fonBlng machine to consolidate the wood mat before it is placed in 
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the hot-press. This decreases the thickness of the mats, thereby 
permitting a reduction of the openings between the plates of the 
hot-press. Pre-pressing also gives firm compact edges to the formed 
mat so that it uill not crumble upon hot pressing. 
There are, in general, two ways in which mats are prepressed. 
One method utilizes a system of loaded rolls, between which the caul 
plate with its mat is passed* The other method is by the compression 
of the mat between the platens of a single-opening hydraulic cold press 
(10). 
E. PRESSIHG, DRiniG, CURING 
In manufacturing softboard (insulation board) the matted 
material is generally roller-pressed without the application of heat, 
although in some instances a heated roll is used. Drying may be ac­
complished by passing the board through a continuous tunnel dryer, such 
as the Coe-type tunnel dryer, having a teî erature as high as 300°F. 
Other methods of drying are to use either moving or stationary 
multiple-deck hot plates, or multiple-deck continuous roller dryers. 
In manufacturing hardboard, the mats, î ether wet-formed or 
dry-formed, ̂ e platen-pressed with external heat applied. In some 
plants the wet-formed mats are pressed lAile still wet| in others, they 
are prepressed or dried in tunnel type dryers to remove most of the 
moisture. 
Khen wet—pressed, a screen is used on the under-side of the mat 
to permit moisture to escape during the hot-pressing. Thus, a screen 
impression results on the bottom surface of the finished hardboard. 
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However g the top side of the board comes out smooth since it is pressed 
against a smooth pressing plate. This top pressing plate may be made 
up -with a specific surface pattern, sudh as leather grairdjqg, and 
thereby impart a corresponding finish to the board's top side, 
A screen may be required even ishen the mats are produced by 
air-felting, if they are pressed at a high moisture content in order to 
improve the flow and plastic!zing action of the natural lignin and to 
permit the moisture to escape as steam rather than to have it pocket 
within the board# 
In manufacturing shaving board and particle board, it is not 
customary to dry the mats before hot—pressing, since the dry-formed mats 
usually have a low moisture content» 
According to the pressing processes for manufacturing wood, 
reconstituted board, they can be classified as follows (10) s 
1. Single or multi-platen l̂ rdraulic hot-plate press. 
2. Extrusion between heated plates. 
3. Continuous pressing process. 
hydraulic Hot Plate Press 
This type of process is most commonly used in making hardboard, 
particle board and shaving board in this country and abroad. A weighed 
amount of adhesive-coated wood material is mechanically spread on a 
metal caul of the approximate size of the plates in the hot press. If 
a homogeneous-type board is to be pressed, the caul is filled in one 
operation. If a sandwich-type board is to be prepared, the materials 
are applied in separate layers in successive operations. The loose mat 
is compacted by passing the loaded caul through pressure rollers or 'by 
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means of a cold hydraulic pre-press which applies a uniform pressure to 
the entire mass. The mat of contacted material is then transferred to 
a hydraulic hot-plate press. This press may contain from one to thirty 
openings. The usual number of openings in each press is 20, although 
there are some presses in use with only 8 to 10 openings, and others 
with 30 opaaings One plant uses a 7-opening press, another plant 
operates a it-opening press. Several proposed small plants are consid­
ering 6-opening presses. The presses are usually of two surface sizes, 
to produce boards 1|. feet ty 8 feet, or U feet by 16 feet (2l|.). All 
openings are filled simultaneously by means of a mechanical loader. 
Final form is given the mass by the application of heat and pressure 
transmitted through heated platens. The amount of pressure applied 
varies with the type of product desired. The pressures may range from 
50 to 750, or even 1,000 pounds per square inch (2U), For exaisple, 
during a hot—press cycle in making hardboard with the wet process, the 
initial pressure might be 750 psi for about one minute then a reduction 
in pressure for a minute or more to allow the moisture in the mat to 
escape, then an increase in pressure to some intermediate point for 
several minutes far final curing. Press temperatures usually range 
from 315°F. to hOO°F. in manufacturing hardboard; and, from 285°F« to 
330°F. in manufacturing particle board. The press tenperature in making 
shaving board is about 285°F. when manufacturing boards with urea resin. 
In producing 5/8 inch board the complete pressing cycle may be 12 min­
utes (2U). The press is then automatically opened and unloaded. The 
pressed boards are removed from the cauls and stacked (2), except in 
making hardboards, in which case they are commonly passed throû  a 
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hmildifying chamber after hot-pressing. Figures 11 and 12 (10) are 
schematic diagrams that Illustrate these processes. 
Extrusion Pressing Process 
The extrusion press method of making pajrticle board is used by a 
number of plants in the United States and abroad. It was developed to 
provide a continuous flow of product. This method of pressing is well 
suited to a continuous operation of producing wood reconstituted board. 
This process is somewhat simpler from the mechanical stan̂ oint 
than the hot-plate press process just described. As the name implies, 
the adhesive-coated particles are forced between two stationary heated 
plates by means of a reciprocating ram. After each forward stroke, as 
the ram withdraws from the extrusion chamber, another charge of coated 
particles is fed into position. Gonçiactness of the charge is produced 
as a result of forces developed between the ram and the frictional re­
sistance of the wood particle mass between the platens. The thickness 
of the product is determined by the distance between the platens, and 
the production rate is influenced by the length and tenqjerature of the 
platens. The board is extruded as a continuous sheet which is cut to 
length by a traveling cross-cut saw. In Figures 13 and ll| (10) are 
shown the schematic diagrams of these processes. Extrusion may be 
horizontal or vertical in variations of this process, producing boards 
with correspondingly differing fiber alignnent in relation to the axes 
of the board. 
Advantages claimed are that the extruded product has a uniform 
density and a constant thickness, and changes can be made quickly and 
easily as required. Also, the extruded material may be formed into 
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special shapes, such as fluted or irregular surfaces, and no edge 
trimming is necessary. Furthermore, the cost of such equipment, in 
terms of unit capacity, may be less than for multi-platen hot presses. 
The expansion in thickness is said to be less for some extruded 
boards than for boards made by the conventional hot-press methods, but 
the dimensional change in the extruded direction is greater (2̂ ). 
There is a mechanical disadvantage of the extruded material 
itself, in that the long axis of individual -mod particles lie perpen­
dicular to the extruded direction. Thus, the product is not as strong 
in the extruded direction as across it, and the board must be faced Ttith 
a veneer or other facing material before it is used. Crossbanding with 
veneer strengthens the board and improves its dimensional stability in 
the extruded direction. 
Confcimous Pressii% Process 
A continuous type hot-press has been developed in England for 
manufacturing particle board (intermediate-density), and patents cover-
ing it are either pending or have been granted in at least 18 countries, 
including the ïïnited States (20). The system is unique in that it pro­
duces on a continuous basis, a board in which the particles He 
generally in a plane parallel to the surface. 
It is claimed by the owners that having the pressing 
operations conbinaous, increased plant output results, along with a 
more uniform product. However, there appears to be a disadvantage of 
higher initial cost, and possibly higher maintenance cost (2li). 
In this process, the adhesive-coated particles are placed on an 
endless, stainless-steel belt irtiich is somewhat wider than the board to 
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be produced. The particle charge is carried through an electronic field 
and preheated by radio—frequency waves. The particle charge is then 
carried under a second steel belt. Pressure is applied to the charge 
through both of the steel belts Tny means of steam-heated platens "which 
are shaped in the form of "caterpillar" tracks. The board emerges from 
this unit in the form of a continuous sheet, and is cut to leqgth as in 
the extrusion process. Figure 1$ (10) shows a schematic diagram of the 
Continuous Pressing (Bartrev) Process. 
F. TREATMEMP AFTER PRESSING 
Humidif̂ ng 
Most varieties of hot-pressed boards have less moisture in them 
after pressing than they would normally have in their average end-use 
applications. In making hardboard, boards are generally passed through 
a humidifying chamber after manufacturing to increase their moisture 
content. Usually a relative humidity of at least 80 to 85 per cent and 
a temperature of approximately 120°F. is maintained in the board 
humidif̂ ng chamber (Zlt). 
Some of the stresses produced in the hardboard during the 
hot-pressing are relieved humidification. If this were not done 
under controlled conditions, idle board would warp as it picks up mois­
ture from the air. After humidification the board is packaged for 
shipment. 
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE BARTREV PROCESS, (10) 
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Heat Treating 
Experience in Europe indicated %at common practice in heat-
treating hardboard should be done immediately after the hot-pressing to 
increase its strength and resistance to moisture. Some of the plants 
in the United States are reported to also heat-treat their product. It 
is claimed that the strength of hardboard may be improved 20 to 30 per 
cent by baking it about four hours at 2$0°F. before final humidifica­
tion. 
Neither particle board nor shaving board is ordinarily passed 
through a humidifying chamber after hot-pressing. 
Special Heat Treatment (Tempering) 
Tlhen it is desired to produce hardboard for application requiring 
greater strength, more durable surface, high moisture resistance, or 
other special properties, it is given special treatment. The range of 
treatment may vary from siâ ly dipping the board in moisture repellents 
or similar material, to "tempering" it irith oil and heat* 
The "tempering" process consists of passing the hardboard through 
a bath of drying oils or other chemicals and then baking it until the 
oils diffuse throughout the board and are stabilized chemically thereby 
.1 
improving the board's strengtii and resistance fo water. 
It is not customary to use such a process treatment in manufac­
turing particle board, diaving board, or softboard. 
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Special Finishes 
There are various ways to finish the different kinds of hard 
surfaced boards made from irood residue. They may be sanded, stained, 
dyed, painted, grooved, perforated, tongued and grooved, corrugated, 
embossed with specific patterns, scored for tile effect, termite treat­
ed, or otherwise processed. The reconstituted board also may be veneer­
ed with grained wood, plastic material or metal sheeting. 
CHAPTER V 
PROCESS AND PRODUCT VARIABIES 
The wood-using industry is one of the world's largest and most 
important industries. Research and, development are very necessary for 
the new products. Research must continue to evaluate each variable 
Tshile keeping in mind that production techniques are of necessity far 
removed from laboratory experiments. The following chapter discusses 
the results of existing research, and the complicated array of process 
variables encountered in the production of reconstituted board products. 
A, HOOD SEIECTION AND PREPARATION 
Wood Species 
The effect of wood species on reconstituted board is a question 
frequently raised upon preliminary selection of material for a process. 
There are certain variations among species which have some effect on 
reconstituted board. Differences in natural wood of density^ compres­
sibility, hardness, gluing ability, pH values, and fiber quality may 
exist. 
The density differences among species aren't a controlling 
factor in chipboard production, Althou^ the hardwoods may be urach 
heavier than the softwoods, the factors of hardness and compressibility 
are the most significant. Softwoods, because they are more pliable and 
compressible than hardwoods, will usually form daiser, more compact 
boards under a given pressure. 
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Certain ̂ ecies, especially some oaks, possess large amounts of 
tannic acid tdiich may affect wood strength through acidic deterioration. 
Also, an acidic concentration may cause the adhesive to procure. How­
ever, elimination of the undesirable effects through process control of 
pH would seem to be a fairly simple procedure* 
No data is presently available on species differences relative 
to gluing ability and fiber quality; however, any variation in wood 
quality arising from species may be minimized by process control. 
Mixing of species is feasible and is often done. 
Condition of Raw Material 
The principal factors in the determination of the raw wood 
material to be used are availability and acquired form. A balance must 
be reached between these two factors that will permit the most efficient 
production of the type of board desired with the process to be used. 
Ease of material preparation is dependent on: a. type material to be 
made; b. size; c. grade or quality; and, d. moisture content of the raw 
material. 
Particle type. Throtighout the wood particle board industry, the 
term "chip" is loosely used in speaking of almost all particles larger 
than sawdust size range. Hence, "(Clipboard" may, at times, refer to 
boards made from splinters, flakes, shavings, or various "crosses" or 
combinations of these forms, but more correctly it should refer to 
splinters only. 
Splinter type particles are oblong, and mîçr range from short, 
chunky shapes to needle-like shapes. They are produced by beating. 
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cutting, or grinding actions, or a combination of these; hence, they 
usually are produced -with no rigidly controlled dimensions. Probably 
the widest range of raw material (from iriiole logs to small scraps) can 
be used in splinter production. 
Flakes are thin, rectangular particles with closely controlled 
dimensions. These particles are produced with a cutting action, so 
that fiber damage is held to a minimim for optimum strength properties. 
In order that the fibers be as long as possible, the production usually 
is such that the wood grain is parallel to the longer direction. 
Shavirigs, like flakes, are produced by a cutting action. How­
ever, planer shavings are rarely controlled as to dimension or fiber 
orientation. Load and speed variances of common planing operations 
make it impossible to produce shavings of the same size, Hoirevw, 
special shaving machines are now devised so that specially out shavings 
are made with the wood fibers parallel to the lengthwise direction. 
The only real difference between flakes and specially cut shav­
ings is relative size. In common usage, the terms "shavings", "wafers", 
and "flakes", are sometimes used interchangeably. However, the terms 
"flakes" and "wafers" most often refer to particles larger than planer 
shavings (10). Table 5 (10) lists average properties normally obtained 
from processes used ty U. S. manufacture. 
Size. Différénb types of raw material may be necessary for 
different type conponents. For instance, flake production is likely to 
require a larger sized raw material, such as slabs or whole logs, nhile 
splinter production may use small mill scraps. In general, a type of 
board and process is available for almost any given size or type of raw 
TABIE 7 
AVERAGE PROPERTIES OBTAIKED IN NORMAL CHIPBOARD PROCESSES IN THE 
UNITED STATES (10) 
SPLINTER PLANER SHAVING FLAKE 
Specific Gravity 
Modulus of Rupture, psi 
Modulus of Elasticity, psi 
Hardness (ASTM), Lbs* 
*Screw-Holding Power, Lbs» 
0.50 - 0.80 
2000 - 6500 
0.50 - 0.80 0.50 - 0.80 
1500 - 5000 1500 - Itooo 
I5O,OOOA5O,OOO i5o,oooAoo,ooo 300,000/650,000 
1000 - 3000 1000 - 3000 1000 - 3000 
250 - 500 250 - 150 250 - 150 
*Pounds required to pull out a 3A inch No. 10 Screir 
inserted in a #30 pilot hole. 
material. 
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Grade or quality» The presence of bark and tramp metal might 
seriously affect the blade of cutter-type machines, whereas more rugged 
equipment such as hammermill hogs "would not be so affected. Bark, as 
discussed elsewhere, is generally an undesirable component but a low 
percentage is sometimes allowed. Thus, it is obvious that the quality 
(uniformity and cleanness) may seriously limit the usefulness of a given 
raw material. 
Moisture content. Moisture content is one of an important factor 
for considering raw material. Freshly-cut forest wood of common species 
may range from 30 to 100 per cent moisture content, whereas some kiliv-
dried mill waste may be as low as 2 to 3 per cent. Wood that is too 
dry tends to splinter easily to produce irregular shapes and an abnor­
mal amount of wasteful fines. On the other hand, wood which is too wet 
has a tendency to tear, and open up the wood pores. Then an excessive 
amount of binder may be absorbed. 
B. AIHESI7E MIX MATERIALS 
Resin Type 
Among the binders that have been used or tried for reconstituting 
or reaggregating wood particles are inorganic materials such as magnesia 
cement, silicates, and Portland cement} and organic materials such as 
proteinic substances (animal glues, blood and casein), starcl̂  
materials, lignin, and synthetic resins. From the standpoint of ease 
of use, degree of flexibility, permanence, and strength, the synthetic 
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resins are generally superior to the aforanentloned materials. 
Of the synthetic resins for wood application, only those which 
are thermosetting, that Is, those iriilch Irreversibly harden upon the 
addition of heat, are presently used In reconstituted board appllcâ -
tlons. The thermoplastic resins are those which soften and harden upon 
the application and removal of heat sudi as polyvinyl butyral and vlryl 
acetyl types. Within the thermosetting class lie urea-formaldehyde, 
phenol-formaldehyde, resorclnol formaldehyde, and malamlne-formaldehyde 
which are frequently used. Malamlne-formaldehyde Is an excellent ad­
hesive, bat Is too expensive to use alone; so iiie lower quality ureas 
are sometimes fortified with malamlne to improve their qualities. 
Resorclnol is likewise an excellent adhesive, but ihe high price of it 
limits its use. 
The comparative characteristics of urea and phenol formaldehyde 
are as follows (10)î 
TJrea>"f oraaldehyde. 
1. Low cost (about one-̂ alf the cost of phenol-formaldehyde). 
2. Lower curing or hardening temperature (therefore, a shorter 
production cycle). 
3. Water-resistant, not watejvproof. 
U. Produces boards of lighter color (phenol darkens, when 
exposed to ultra-violet rays). 
Will "craze" or embrittle with age. 
6. Will not resist boiling in water. 
7. Will not stand tropical use or heavy weathering 
(high temperature and humidity). 
8. Will wear tools faster than phenol-formaldehyde when product 
is being machined. 
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It was found that although the urea resin bond weakened little 
upon weathering for four months, a twelve month exposure reduced the 
strength by one-half. 
Pheml-formaldehyde» 
1» Has high bonding strength and resists action of hot or cold 
water. 
2. Withstands humidity cycles well (moistening-drying). 
3. Withstands extremes of temperature and humidity. 
It. Withstands temperatures close to the carbonization ten̂ era-
tures of wood* (Urea will weaken under heat treatments 
(lUO°C. - 180®C.) that may be applied to finished products 
to increase wood stability.) 
5. Resists attacks of bacteria, molds, and termites. 
6. Withstands chemical action of oils, alkalies, fire-resistant 
and pest-resistant wood preservatives. 
Table 6 (10) illustrates the important properties of the resins 
themselves, and Table 7 (10) Illustrates properties of chipboard made 
from the two resins for short term tests. 
Urea resin has been found to be highly suitable for furniture 
and similar interior uses, but phenolic resins or ureaMnalamines are 
generally specified for exterior use. 
The basic synthetic resin products presently used are condensa­
tion products of urea or phenol and formaldehyde. A solution of urea 
or péhnol and formaldehyde thickens as long chains of coi#lex molecules 
begin to form. In the production of the resin, this chain reaction is 
stopped at a certain point, and the user of the resin starts the reac­
tion again by the application of heat and/or some catalytic chonical. 
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TABIE VI 
STRENGTH PROPERTIES AM) PHïSICAL PROPERTIES OF DHEA AHD 
PHENOL SYNTHETIC RESIN (10) 
UREA RESIN PHENOL RESIN 
Weights g/cm̂  1.3 1.3 
Water Intake 2k hover, 20°C. 1-5 0.U - 1.0 
Water Intake 7 20°C. mg/lOO cm 790 200 - 750 
Heat Resistance M̂artens 110 150 
Tear Resistance kg/cm̂  1
 
1 8
 
600 - 700 
Bending Resistance kg/cm 800 - 1100 800 - 1000 
Î act Resistance 
2 cmkg/cm 10 8-10 
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TABIE 711 
PROPERTIES OF CHIPBOARDS FROM PINE CHIPS WTTH BINDIKG OF 
UREA AND PHENOL RESIN (10) 
HCIDERS 
UREA PHENOL RESIN 
BOARDS FROM PINE CHIPS, O.hm THICK 
m 
Bendiiç Resistance, Dry kg/cm 300 265 
o 
Swelling in TMckmss % (Test Size 10.10 cm ) 
In Water 2l|. hours 11.$ 12 .it 
In Humidity Chamber* 5 days 8.0 6.6 
10 days 10.6 8.U 
Water Uptake % in Htmidity Chambert 5 days 11.2 8,8 
10 days 13*k 11.3 
BOARDS FROM PINE CHIPS, 0.3mm THICK 
2 
Bending Resistance, Dry kg/cm 295 226 
Bending Resistance, Wet kg/caŝ  
After 2U hours in Water 120 96 
After 96 hours in Water 106 83 
Swelling in Thickness % 
In Water 2U hours 12.2 Ui.2 
In Humidity Chamber* 5 days 9.0 8.2 
10 days 11.6 10.5 
Water Uptake % in Humidity Chambers 5 days 10.0 10.1 
10 days 12.2 12.9 
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(One-stage urea resins actually require only heat, but a catalyst is 
often used to speed the process.) Actually, the polycondensation of 
liquid resin may never completely stop* For this reason, storage may 
not be of too long duration in this stage. Common limits recommended 
for this storage are from 3 to 6 months, depending on surrounding con­
ditions, temperature being most inç)ortant. 
Catalysts used to renew the chain reaction are most important, 
because the control of curiqg time and temperature is dependent upon 
the selection of the proper agent. Other technical aspects of produc­
tion also d̂ end on this choice* 
Usually, a conçjromise between speed of catalyzation and pot life 
(time between mixing of resin and catalyst and curing) must be reached, 
since pot life has a tendency to shorten wiidi the quick-acting, 
direct-action hardeners. Besides the direct-action catalyst, one other 
type is widely used in wood industries. This "type is the retarded-
action catalyst, which lengthens pot life, but retards the actual 
curing. 
Because resins tend to cure with acid additions, pH values are 
important in the choice of catalysts. Harmful effects will be noted in 
wood materials themselves upon excessive acidity; therefore, a balance 
be necessary between the type of catalysts and wood species used. 
Usually, no catalysts are necessary with highly acidic type wood 
species sudi as Douglas fir (3). This latter is, of course, highly 
desirable since the application of heat without catalyst completes the 
polymerization and the question of pot life is avoided. 
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Extenders 
Materials "nhich aid in controlling resin flow and penetration 
are used in wood bonding industries, and are known as extenders. These 
extenders, which usually are flours that are added to the resin mix, 
may be used under certain conditions to reduce resin costs, since their 
function is the "holding" of the adhesive on the wood particle surface, 
and to aid in the distribution of the resin film. Besides affecting 
the efficiency of the adhesive in the board, wheat flour itself con­
tributes some bonding power, but there is a limit to the amount of 
foreign material that can be introduced without seriously reducing the 
quality of the bond of the resin itself. Also, since flours impart a 
degree of plasticity to binders, they aid in reducing the inherent 
brittleness of urea resin (2). 
The use of extenders also influences other stages of the process. 
Some processes rely on accurate and free flow of the wood particles 
subsequent to their mixing process. It has been found that under cer̂  
tain conditions, the extender greatly enhances the free flow of the 
chip mass, since the moisture tends to ramain on the surfaces and serve 
as a lubricant. 
Flour compositions usually vary with grade, locale, and season 
of growth, but many flour mills' grading systems are not of sufficient 
accuracy to insure the close chemical tolerance required for trouble-
free production of chipboard. The extenders should be ordered by 
analysis rather than by grade, and a constant check is a good policy. 
Flour should mix readily with water to produce a smooth, spread-
able mix. Usually, the soft grades which flow freely while dry are 
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suitable. Hard or santfy flours are generally poor in this respect 
(13). Treated flours such as bromated, phosphated, or self-rising are 
likely to cause difficulty if foaming is undesirable. High ash or pro­
tein are undesirable, for large amounts of water are usually necessary 
to produce a mixture that is thin enough for proper application. Var­
iations in the acidity of flour •will necessitate changes in adhesive 
formulations. Variations in particle size from lot to lot may affect 
application, especially in a process using a spray type apparatus. In 
fact, clogging of spraying unit nozzles caused by the use of extenders 
is largely responsible for the decreasing popularity of "Uiese agents. 
Additives 
Reconstituted boards are subject to maî  of the same effects as 
natural irood. It is necessary that some reconstituted boards be 
rendered impervious or resistant to such things as insects (especially 
termites), fungi» water, and fire. The treatments lAiich can be incor­
porated into the production process to provide these special qualities 
are as followss 
Pest repellents. The addition of penfca-chlorophenol has been 
used to provide furgus and termite protection for reconstituted boards. 
The method of applying the repellent that is most easily per­
formed in the process is the one preferred, since no differences in 
efficient̂  of repelling were noted, relative to application. The 
penta-chlorophenol will be absorbed by the particles if added prior to 
the resin mix; trtille if added to the mix for simultaneous application, 
the penta-chlorophenol will be bound within the resin itself. This 
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might bear rechecking, since "penta" salts do not vaporize - —» Just 
the solvent, which is not the effective component. 
Water repellents» The use of water repellents in the product is 
to reduce moisture absorption and control dimensional stability. The 
most common materials used for this purpose are wax sizes or petrolatum. 
These are usually added to the adhesive mix prior to application on the 
particles. The water resistance of boards increases with the amount of 
repellent added, but streqgth properties are lowered when added beyond 
optimum amounts. Most processes, therefore, use less than 2 per cent 
based on the dry wood weight. 
Other additives. It is known that phosphates are suitable for 
the processing of fire—retardant reconstituted boards, but these 
chemicals lessen the strength of urea-bound boards, so it would seem 
that phenolic boards are most suitable for phosphate addition. In 
addition, the phenolic resins are more resistant to high tanperatures 
than are the ureas. Unfortunately, most good fire retardants interfere 
with the setting of the resin formulations involved. 
Another additive to the chip mass which may be used when a 
free-flowing mass is required for production control is zinc or calcium 
stearate. Tints or <fyes may be added under special conditions for 
decorative effects. 
Mixing 
A homogeneous mixture of resin, extenders, lubricants, and other 
additives is imperative in the production of quality-controlled recon­
stituted board. The most careful selection of materials may be rendered 
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ineffective if they are improperly mixed prior to blending irith the 
wood material. 
The factors "Which must be given serious consideration 
are (10): 
1. The type of mixer. 
2. Ratio of total liquids to solids. 
3. Tenç)erature at -which the mixing is performed, 
it. Viscosity of materials. 
Mixers, The mixers are usually rather simple in construction, 
and incorporate paddles or scraping knives nrhich assist in breaking up 
luHÇ)S and accumulations of solids. 
Ratio. The most common method of mixing consists of mixing part 
of the total amount of water njiidi the resin: adding the extender, if 
arçri the balance of the water; and finally the other additives such as 
•water-repellents, fire retardants, and pest-repellents. Each of these 
stages is carried out to a smoo-Ui, homogeneous end before the subse­
quent stage is begun. In this iray, a thoroughly mixed end product is 
assured. The catalyst is added during one of the final stages, so that 
the resin cure will be as little advanced as possible when the mix is 
ccm̂ leted for use. 
Temperature, The temperature of mixing, if too low, increases 
the resistance to proper mixing by raising the viscosity of the 
material; lAiereas, too hî  a taaperature decreases the pot life of the 
mix considerably, and may even result in a partial pre-cure. 
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Viscosity. Viscosity of the adhesive mix mast not be so high as 
to clog up the equipment, and to hinder good distribution over the mass. 
These stages may be varied to meet an individual process, and 
probably little difference will be made by changing the order of mix of 
the various materials, as long as the desired end result is reached. 
Application of Adhesive Mix 
Maiçr types of special machines have been developed for the 
purpose of distributing the adhesive. These machines may range from 
conç)licated, sensitive spraying equipment to "cement mixers" in which 
the adhesive is "dmq)ed" by hand* The criteria of the method hinges 
on the ability to consistently and evenly coat the particles, not on 
the cost or complexity of the machines» The method used will vaiy with 
the size and shape of ttie particles, the viscosity of the mix to be 
applied, the penetration of the mix desired in the wood, and the volume 
to be processed. Roller-type operations are best suited for larger, 
flat flakes, and a higher mix viscosity is usually used. Spray-types, 
on the other hand, require a fairly thin mix in order that the spray 
nozzles will not clog up, and high extensions are not feasible. Spray 
application is conducive to outstandirg evenness of coating. The 
tremendous total surface area of the chip mass must be exposed to the 
mix entering in arçr application. This requires a large churning action 
in a mixing or spraying process. 
Some processes are more suitable for the application of binders 
•which are in powdered or dry form, rather than in solution or suspen­
sion. This may be true litien the wood mass consists of very small 
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particles such as sawdust, idiich possess a very large total surface 
area, A given volume of liquid, #ien introduced into such an absor­
bent mass, may quickly become assimilated before all surfaces are uni­
formly coated. On the other hand, a powder lAich is uniformly depos­
ited on the surfaces mil melt to produce an even film •which does not 
penetrate deeply into the irood. In the case of the larger particles, 
some dry resins are being used for the r̂ ularly shaped particles such 
as flat flakes. There is a possibility that in the case of larger ir-
regular particles, the powder or granules may sift downward or collect 
in voids and pockets and result in an uneven distribution. 
Since there are so mazy variables which influence resin 
efficiency, board quality, and product end uses, the ranges of resin 
solids in different brands of boards may vary from as much as 12 per 
cent resin solids, based on the dry weight of the wood, down to none 
in some specialty use products which depend solely upon the natural 
lignin for bonding. 
c. CURING GomiTioœ 
The actual forming of reconstituted boards takes place under 
conditions of heat and pressure after the wood and binder mass has been 
processed to a specified state. These conditions have much effect on 
the final characteristics of the board, and are also important in the 
production cycle of a plant. Temperature, pressure, time, moisture 
content and thickness of the mat are all related to the production 
cycle (10) J hence the manufacturer strives to maintain optimum condi­
tions for efficient plant operation, consistent with the quality board 
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that is to be produced. 
Moisttire Content 
A certain amount of moisture within the urood mass is necessary, 
but an excess is detrimental. Vaporization of the mixture detracts 
from the amoimt of energy that is available for hardening of the resin 
and increases curing time. This vapor, if in excess, may be trapped 
•within the board, especially the denser, less porous ones» If the 
vapor pressure exceeds the strength of the resin bonds being formed 
"blows" or "blisters" will occur in the board, and be evident on the 
surface. Excessive moisture m̂  also produce a "washing" effect on the 
resin, and carry it out of the center toward the surfaces. As a result, 
the resin concentration will be low in the board middle and high on the 
outside. This effect is most noticeable when the slow curing binders 
are used, and is not generally of too great a consequence, except uhere 
the lowered internal bond strength limits use. A moisture deficiency, 
on the other hand, reduces the plasticity or compressibility of the 
chips. As the moisture content of the wood increases the plasticiza-
tion, coiBpression of the wood, and flow of resin increases (13). 
Therefore, it is necessary to press the particles at a moisture content 
which will not allcfw excessive flow of the resin but will still permit 
good plasticization of the wood. Macdonald (II4.) stated that a 25 per 
cent moisture content prior to pressing is required for optimum strength 
and a drop to 12 per cent or less decreases the bending strength about 
20 per cent. The particle size used in his investigation ranged from 
0«05 ~ 0»25 inch# 
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Since mat moistiire content affects ease of compressibility, one 
Gonqiaqy, GoreBoard Products, Inc., uses a rule of thumb method to 
correlate this factor with mat thickness and final product thickness. 
Tĥ  use a standard mat thickness three times that of the desired end 
product, with a reference mat moisture content of 12 per cent. Then, 
to determine proper mat thickness for different moisture contents and a 
given product thickness, the thickness of the mat must be increased or 
decreased by 1/16 inch for each decrease or increase of one per cent in 
moisture content. 
Usually the fiml wood-resin mix should not have more than 12 
per cent moisture content (13)# The wood particles should mt be over-
dried. Over drying gives a harsh brash particle with a subsequent de­
crease in strength of the particle board. Data on effects of the press­
ing moisture content on the physical properties of particle board are 
given in Figures 16 through 19 (3). 
Since moisture is a good conductor of heat, this optimum of 12̂  
for particle boards, contributes toward the shortenirg of the press 
cycle. Current trade practices ftequently call far a fine water spray 
applied to increase the surface moisture content. This increases the 
quality of the surface by increasing plasticity and flow in this area, 
without the previously discussed "blowing" of internal steam pockets or 
the weakening of the internal bond by resin migration. 
Pressure 
The pressure exerted on the chip mass both forms the board and 
holds the particles in place iriiile the binder hardens. The force that 
is exerted determine the compactness, or densilgr, of the board, if the 
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other factors snch as particle size, moisture content# etc., are consid­
ered equal. Any factor that helps to make the wood mass more compres­
sible -will also help to make a stronger board at a given pressure. 
Many processes use a pre-press operation to partially form the 
board before curing» Heat is not used in the pre-pressing operation, 
but enough pressure is applied so that the mat may be easily handled. 
The main press cycle frequently consists of three parts: 1» High 
initial pressure; 2. Release to a lower intermediate pressure (breather 
step)J and, 3» Final pressure. 
In the initial pressure stage, nftiile the moisture content was 
still high, and the plasticity of the chips at a maximum, the larger 
pressures were found to have more influence on the final board proper­
ties. The strength properties were greater because of the better bonds, 
the thickness of the panels was less, and the specific gravity greater; 
and the water absorption was decreased because the denser material re­
sisted moisture pickup. The final pressure stage may not be necessary, 
depending on the duration and magnitude of the intermediate "breather" 
or "steam extraction" pressure (10). 
Some processes press to mechanical stops to obtain the final 
dimension. In aiy event, the pressure should be applied quickly in 
order to compress the mat before the binder cures. Resin bonds #iich 
harden before the final form is reached may break under the continuing 
congressive forces. This effect would be more outstanding nearer the 
board surfaces. 
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Curing Cycles 
Heat is necessary in the production of resin-bonded UDod 
reconstituted boards to cure or set the binder and to cause lignin flow. 
The adhesives used thus far have been thermosetting; that is, they are 
irreversibly set by the action of heat. The economics of production 
require that the heating cycle be as short as possible, but an incom­
plete cure cannot be tolmrated in quality boards. The center of the 
board is the most difficult section to heat, nhile the surface is easily 
heated* 
Because the curing cycle is usually the limiting factor in volume 
of production, much effort is being directed toward speeding up this 
cycle» A redaction of the mat moisture content from between lit and 18 
per cent to 11 per cent, and an increase of press temperature from 
lliO°C. to 170°C. was found to reduce the production cycle by one-half. 
For a board 20mm. (approximately 0.8 inches) thick, having a specific 
gravity of 0.6, the starting moisture content of only 11 per cent en­
ables the following cycles to be used* ten minutes at lL0°C., seven 
minutes at 160°C., and only five minutes at 180°C. (10), 
Excessive temperatures may produce premature drying of the 
surfaces, excessive resin cure (resulting in brittle and flaky resin 
and a fragile surface), and scorching or burnipg of the surfaces. These 
effects may be reduced by the spraying of excess water on the mat suiv-
faces prior to curing» 
Recommended press temperatures for phenolic and urea resins are 
330°F. and 28̂ °F*, respectively, with 10 to 20 minutes press time for a 
3A" board (3)* The times required will depend on press conditions and 
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heat transfer rates of particular presses. 
The cuiring cycle -will vary d̂ ending on the particular mill 
process and product (3). 
D. PROUaCT PROPERTIES 
Properties of reconstituted boards, like their production 
processes, are so complicated by the interplay of factors of unknown 
magnitude, that eâ rical methods must be utilized for the determination 
of the quality of reconstituted boards. 
Density 
Board density, or specific gravity, is a measure of the conç)act-
ness of the individual particles and other materials irithin a board. It 
depends on the factors of pressure, mat moisture content, specific grav­
ity of binder and additives, density of the -wood raw material, and cur­
ing cycle. Since the total strength is related to the sum of the 
strength values of the Individual particles, and since iiiese particles 
are able to transmit more of their strength through a tight, close con­
tact with other particles, it follows that strength values closely par­
allel the density. 
Hot only does overall board density play a major role in final 
characteristics, but one of the most perplexing aspects of reconstituted 
board production stems from control of homogeneity of density throughout 
a panel. It is most difficult to insure an evenly distributed weight of 
chips over a caul prior to pressing, and, unless each unit area of mat 
contains the same weight of material, the finished board will contain 
areas of unequal demity. These areas will respond in different degrees 
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to outside conditions, most notably moisture variances, to produce 
irarpage from the unevennsss of shrinking and swelling. In regard to 
strength, the lower density areas are the critical areas. The devel­
opment of a mat felter, or chip spreader, which will allow an even dis­
tribution, by weight rather than volume, since the bulk density of a 
chip mass often varies. In the case of lighter, more uniform fibers, 
a volumetric control of mat thickness is quite effective. 
Dimensional Stability 
One of the major selling points of reconstituted board is its 
dimeiBional stability, lAiich is accomplished (a) through the production 
of a homogeneous board without "grairi* direction, and (b) by the use of 
various processing methods irtiich are easily applied. The swelling and 
shrinkage of normal solid lumber is difficult to predict because of the 
possible presence of different natural defects such as tension wood, 
compression wood, etc* Mary present applications of reconstituted 
board require reasonable control of dimensional stability, and every 
effort is being made to continually improve this property. 
Aîçr wood or wood-based material exhibits a certain amount of 
dimensional change due to chaqging surrounding moisture or humidity 
conditions. Two ways to combat this instability are the elimination or 
reduction of entering moisture, and the control of the effects produced 
after the moisture has entered. Moisture absorbing ability of wood 
particle boards is a complex function of (22): 
1. The volume of the voids (idaich will hold water) in and 
between the particles. 
2, The capillary passages to the voids. 
3* The surface area of the particles. 
I4.. The densification of each particle by the molding 
pressure. 
5» The amount of particle surface area uncovered by resin. 
6. The permeability of the resin binder. 
7. The depth of impregnation of each wood particle by resin. 
8. The original moisture content of the wood particles. 
9. The nature of the moisture (viscosity, surface tension, 
etc.). 
Arçr production variable that affects these factors also affects 
dimensional stability. Increase of resin amount and curing pressures, 
or addition of water repellent are the three most common methods of 
reducing absorption. 
Tremendous gains in water-resistance can be made by additions of 
less than three per cent wax size* Since petrolatum and wax decrease 
board strengths, if in too large quantities, most manufacturers probably 
use less than 2 per cent (10). 
There are two types of dimensional cdiange which affect reconsti­
tuted boards extensively, once moisture has entered or departed. One 
is the normal moisture swelling or shrinkage in wood, a common and 
familiar movement* The other type of change is labeled "springback", 
and is a release of the compressive farces Instilled in the board dur­
ing manufacture. 
It was reported (10) that higher density woods produce boards 
with less springback than do lighter woods, if the boards are of the 
same density; since the heavier woods need not be compressed as much as 
the lighter woods for a given density board, their tendency to return 
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is less. High density boards will tend to springback more than lighter 
ones formed from the same species» 
Turner (25) found that higher resin contents decrease springback, 
but it was felt that a rate retardation rather than an elimination may 
have been effected. Boards cured at low temperatures and for short 
periods of time were more proiM to springback than those cured with 
high tenç)eratures and long times. 
Wood has very little swelling and shrinkage along the fibers, 
but perpendicularly the change is quite noticeable. For this reason, 
fiber damage and particle orientation play an important part in dimen­
sional stability. It was found (10) that boards of thinner particles 
swell less I that higher density boards swell more; and that higher den­
sity woods produce boards more prone to swell (for equal board 
densities). 
It has been also found (10) that veneered board panels will 
expand less in thickness than unveneered boards, possibly because the 
veneering process releases some of the compressive forces incurred 
during board forming. 
In summary, dimensional stability is important in wood particle 
board and is affected by (10)s 
1. Particle shape 
2. Particle size 
3. Fiber structure 
U. Density of product 
5» Moisture content 
6. Amount and kind of additives 
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7. Species of particles 
8. Veneering 
Particle Orientation 
Two general classifications of particle orientation can be made 
relative to wood particle board. These are (10) î (a) when the long axes 
of the particles lie for the most part parallel to the board surfaces, 
and (b) lAien the long axes of the particles are perpendicular to the 
board surfaces. 
In ary process, the chips tend to set in a position parallel to 
the pressing surface, or ram. In a platen (flat-plate) process, the 
pressing surface corresponds to the board surface; whereas, in an 
extrusion process the ram #iich packs the particles into a solid mass 
is the pressing surface, and corresponds to the board edge» So, the 
fibrous strength of a flat—pressed board is generally parallel to the 
board surfaces | while in an extrusion process board, the fibrous 
streiTgth is generally perpendicular. In the extrusion-type board, the 
particles overlap to a large degree within the plane parallel to the 
ram surface, and the bendiî  stress across the extruded width of the 
board is roughly five times as great as that along the extruded length 
of the board. Also, the sliding friction produced by the chip mass as 
it is forced along next to the hot plate turns the surface particles 
parallel to the plates* The most visible characteristics distinguishing 
the two types of boards is the uniform vertical orientation of the 
chips as seen in a cross-section of the board which parallels the direc­
tion of extrusion; while throughout a platea-type board the particles 
are horizontal. 
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The dimensional stability characteristics of flat-pressed boards 
differ from those of extrusion-type boards. The thickness swelling 
(and shrinkage) of the former type is much greater than the length and 
width swelling. Conversely, an extrusion board is very stable in 
ttiickness but swells considerably more in length and width. These iin­
herent characteristics may greatly influence the choice of a board for 
a specific use, Springback is problematic in extruded boards, as in the 
platen type, though the largest effect.is along the direction of extru­
sion, Therefore, it is apparent that extruded board would be desirable, 
dimensionally, lAere thickness stability is required; and flat̂ pressed 
board where length and width stability is required. 
Surface Quality 
Board surfaces may be made of various types and sizes of wood 
materials, ranging from wood flour to longg wide flakes. The finer par­
ticles are generally used when an outstandingly smooth surface is de­
sired; and the larger flakes are often used for decorative purposes. 
"Telegraphing" or "show-through" is the effect caused by 
individual particles appearing through applied veneers. A tendency 
exists for some surface particles to swell unevenly producing a rough­
ened surface effect. Thick splinter-type particles are most prone to 
give trouble in this respectj irtille fines (sawdust, wood flour) prob­
ably give the least. Denser boards tend to telegraph more than lighter 
ones (13), since thickness swelling occurs to a greater degree in more 
highly congressed chips. As mentioned previously, some processes In­
corporate surface layers of fines to cover the coarse inner particles. 
This type of construction is known as a "sandwich" type, and very high 
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quality surfaces are obtained in this manner. Other processes use a 
"filling" operation on the finished board to produce smoothness. This 
is accomplished by adding thin coats of a filler material to close up 
the pcxres, or spaces between the particles, and sanding between the 
applications. The use of a resinous cong)ound with wood flour as a 
filler can produce a clear, smooth, shiry surface, ffhen a surface 
smoothness is desired in a splinter-type process in which a sandwich 
construction is impractical, or "filling" is not economically feasible, 
a certain amount of fines msçr be incorporated into the chip mass, iirtiich 
fairly effectively fills the surface voids. Care must be taken here 
that an excessive amount of fines does not weaken the board unduly ty 
inherent resin absorption. 
Ease of veneering is also an important characteristic. The 
board surface must be generally without ridges and depressions so that 
the veneer will wholly contact the surface, and an even resin bond 
overall can be obtained. 
Stiffness and Creep 
Stiffness is inçjartanb nil en the load to be applied is continuous. 
It is measured by initial deflection upon exertion of a force. The ire­
créas e in deflection under a constant load is termed "creep" or "sag". 
These two characteristics are important where the board is used as a 
table or desk top, shelf, or other application irtierein a load may be 
applied perpendicular to the face of the piece. 
It was reported (10) that single-layer, unveneered chipboards 
were not suitable for shelving unless more support was used than was 
necessary for solid wood. There is a possibility of veneered chipboard 
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being used satisfactorily for mediim-daty shelving. 
Sorew-Holding Ability 
Particle board scKrew-holding ability, particularly for boards in 
the density range 0.55 - 0.80, is usually less than that of lumber such 
as poplar (10). Screws-holding ability perpendicular to the surface is, 
for Ihe most part, controlled by overall board density; but, the close­
ness of contact of the individual particles is a major factor in screw-
holding parallel to the surface. 
It has been found that screw-holding ability may be greatly 
enhanced by the application of resin to the pilot hole prior to inser­
tion of the screw. A redaction in pilot-hole size will also aid screvp-
holding ability# The optimum pilot-hole size should be approximately 
75 per cent of the diameter of the threaded section of the screw (10). 
Hhere greater strength is required than is obtainable otherwise, 
especially when screwing into the edge of the board, it has been sug­
gested that larger and longer screws may increase the withdrawal force 
required. Another possible solution may be effected by gluing and irv 
serting a wood plug in the board edge to receive the screw (10). Edge 
s crew-holding ability may be increased in extnaded boards by crossbands 
and veneers. 
Machinability 
Particle boards can be worked with machine-tools and hand-tools 
in much the same way as normal lumber# There are certain comideram 
tions which must be made regarding ease of machinability. These are 
(10)Î (a) resin content} (b) tendency to chip; (c) density variances; 
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and; (d) lower strength characteristics. 
Resin» The resin content of a chipboard has a dulling effect on 
tools. (Urea resin is more brittle and abrasive than phenolic resin.) 
Chipping. Unless care is taken, individual chips may break or 
tear out of the remainder of the board. In the case of planing opera­
tions, it is sometimes advantageous to allow a newly produced board to 
"set" for at least a day before planing. In this period, the resin 
harderffi further, lessening the chance of chip pull-out. In sawing 
operations, chips tend to tear out of the board with the saw blade. 
Close support of the board, therefore, is desirable. Drilliî  opera­
tions may sometimes be best performed with saŵ .toothed augers, rather 
than twisted augers, in order to lessen chipping. 
Density variances. Drilling operations, unless the board and 
machine are well fixed, may be hampered by the presence of areas of high 
or low density. A drifting of the drill may occur upon contact with 
these areas. (Also, a sizeable center punch may initially be necessary 
to prevent slippage of the drill point off a prominent surface chip.) 
Strength. Since chipboards are usually weaker than solid lumber, 
joints must not be too delicate or thin. Mortise and tenon, or dovetail 
joints should be avoided, if possible. 
E. STANDARDS 
There are presently no accepted standards available for guidance 
of those irtio are concerned with reconstituted board production and use. 
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Varions organizations have undertaken to compile standards satisfactory 
to the industry. The most complete set of standards thus far drafted 
in the United States was prepared ty representatives of the particle 
board industry who are members of the National Woodwork Manufacturers 
Association. These as yet have not been released or accepted. Also, 
the American Society for testing Materials has reportedly appointed a 
committee to propose standard tests for dry-process hardboards. In 
the absence of other standards, however, most manufacturers attempt to 
prepare their own as a method of quality control, if customer specifi­
cations are not sufficient. 
In the testiig, three major considerations are evident. These 
are: 1. selection and preparation of specimen; 2. apparatusj and., 
3» reporting methods. 
Selection and Preparation of Specimen 
The choice of sample must be made so that a representative 
specimen is obtained; then the sample must be cut to size and condi­
tioned properly as to temperature and moisture content. Depending on 
the type of test, additional sanple preparation, such as gluing, 
cross*-banding or shaping may be required. 
Apparatus 
The machines to be used must be capable of performing the various 
tests under the specified conditions. That is, the correct force appli­
cations depend on such things as headspeeds of the machines and the 
size, shape, and spaclijg of supports and clamps. The materials to be 
used in tests, such as nails, screws, abrasives, etc., must be of 
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specified type or compositions. 
Reportlig 
All the profits of standardization ttLII be lost if the reports 
of the values obtained are not presented clearly and accurately. The 
methods and equipment used must lend themselves to proper measurements, 
and the merest discrepancies or abnormalities noted in arçr procedure 
should be included in the final report. 
Reconstituted board properties and the laboratory methods used 
by various organizations for evaluating these properties ares 
Physical properties. 
1. Density 
2. Per cent of water absorption 
3. Moisture content ex-factory 
h. Dimensional stability 
Fire resistance 
6. Sound insulation 
7. Sound absorption 
Strength properties. 
8. Tensile strength perpendicular to plane of board 
(or cleavage strength in plane of board or internal bond) 
9. Bending strength perpendicular to plane of board 
10. Deflection under sustained load 
11. Shear strength in plane of board 
12. Compression perpendicular to plane of board 
13. Impact bending (or puncture test) 
lit. 
15. 
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Nail holding in turn/three planes 
Screw holding in two/three planes 
Working properties. 
16. Accuracy to size and tolerances 
17. Stirface roughness 
18. Surface stability 
19. Bending capacity 
20. Machining properties 
Specific details concerning testing of these boards may be most 
readily found in the A.S.T.M. publication (23) dealing with this 
subject area. 
CHAPTER VI 
PRODUCTION CAPACITIES 
A wood reconstituted board plant usually operates "around the 
clock" on a 2L hour basis* The number of operating days per week may 
vary from five to seven# Throughout the year there may be occasional 
shutdown periods for a variety of reasons, so that the annual hours of 
actual plant operation may vary from 5>750 up to 8,i;00« hours x 
365 days equals 8,760 hours, the maximum possible.) (2li) 
In determining the plant capacity, a major variable having a 
bearing on the output of a plant is the thickness and density of the 
board produced. For example, a plant producing board 1/8 inch thick 
can manufacture more square feet of product per day than if the board 
were l/k inch thick. For this reason, it is customary to express the 
production capacity of a plant in square feet for a definite thickness 
of finished product, the most common one for hardboard plants being 
1/8 inch, ani for softboard (insulation board) plants 1/2 inch (2li.), 
In the case of particle board manufacture, since the limiting 
production factor in a particle board manufacturing plant, regardless 
of process type, is the operation involving the application of heat 
and pressure to the chip-glue mix, all other operations are geared to 
meet the output of this unit* To step up production in a plant beyond 
the capacity of the press requires either a physical modification or 
replacement of this unit, or a reduction in the curing cycle. 
lOU 
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In the extrusion processes, more than one extruder can be 
installed to increase production. For additional capacity in a multi-
platen press operation, extra platens may be added to the existing press 
if the press can accomodate this addition, or an extra press may be in­
stalled to operate in parallel with the present installation. 
Shortening of the press cycle may be accomplished by the incor­
poration of a radio frequency heatiqg unit into the system, by adjusting 
moisture content, use of a hot stack, or by manipulating other 
pressing variables. 
These alternatives will require adjustments in capacities of the 
other machinery throughout the system# The necessity for operating at 
maximum press capacity arises from the fact that it represents the most 
expensive siiigle unit in the system. 
In the design of a particle board process, the usual procedure 
is to build greater capacity into the particle preparation units than 
into the pressing unit. This serves to allow a buffer supply of chips 
to be prepared in advance of the need for them. The same may be said 
for shaviqg board. 
The cost advantage in providing excess capacity in the reduction 
equipment is realized in a more efficient utilization of marpower. 
Standard operating procedure in mary plants calls for the operation of 
the reduction machinery for one shift only, to supply sufficient par­
ticles to operate the balance of the system for two or three shifts. 
The need for retaining yard men or hog operators on all shifts is 
therein eliminated. 
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Actual board production at a plant depends basically on market 
demands for the product and availability of raw materials, although 
technical problons or other reasons may tend to keep the total output 
someitoat below capacity. 
The solution of technical problems may be easier than creating 
new markets and selling the finished product. The point being made is 
that it usually requires several months of "shake-dow# operation in a 
iKw plant to overccme unforeseen problans that always seem to arise in 
getting new equipment or new processes running smoothly. 
The problems encountered in operating a wood reconstituted board 
plant are considered basically similar to "Uiose occuring in a plywood 
plant. Sound engineering, proper technical supervision and good 
managanenb are iiig)ortant in assuring high level production. 
CHAPTER VII 
CAPITAL INVESTMENT 
At the present time the cost of building a reconstituted board 
plant is probably higher than before because of the continuing trend 
toward higher prices for materials, equipment, and labor. The figures 
that are given in the paragraphs following, -mere reported in 19̂ 6. 
A. PURT SIZE ECONOMICS 
In contemplating the establishment of a wood reconstituted board 
plant, consideration should be given to constructing a plant having a 
large enough output capacity to enjoy a low unit manufacturing cost. 
It is also important to be sure that a sufficient quantity of 
suitable raw material is available, at the right price, to enable large 
scale production. Otherwise it may be difficult to compete with exist­
ing plants having an̂ le raw material supplies, especially plants which 
obtain all or a large part of their wood residue from a parent mill. 
Experience in the United States indicates that the smallest 
hardboard plant (wet process, batch method) that can be operated econ­
omically is one with a minimum daily capacity of 35 to UO tons of board 
production (2U). 
A hardboard plant producing 1/8 inch board, a 20-opening 
hot-press for it foot by 8 foot boards operating on a 7-1/2 minute cycle 
will require the equivalent of about $0 tons of dry wood residue during 
2U hours of operation and can produce about 120 thousand square feet or 
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hS tons of product. This estimate is based on the assumption that 1/8 
inch hardboard weighs 7$0 pounds per 1,000 square feet (2U). 
Particle board, especially "coreboard? to be integrated in other 
products may be manufactured in smaller plants than those using wood 
fibers for making hardboard. Experience in the United States also 
indicates that such particle board plants may be operated economically 
with a daily capacity of about 10 tons of product. Capital investment 
generally is lower in plants designed to manufacture particle board. 
The principal reason is that the wood refining and mat forming equipment 
usually costs less. In manufacturing shaving board, the plant size 
economics are somewhat similar to that of particle board plants. 
B. CAPITAL INVESTMEOT 
Complete physical plant costs, excluding land, for a wood 
reconstituted board plant are generally comprised of the following con>-
ponents. In addition to the costs listed, funds must be available for 
initial operation and tdie "shake down" period. 
1. Process machinery and installation cost 
2. Incidental equipment cost 
3. Freight charges (on equipment) 
U. Building and facilities costs 
Process Machinery and Installation Cost 
The following factors influence the costs of machinery directly 
used in connection with the production of wood reconstituted board (10): 
a. Type of process 
b. Type of board produced 
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c. Raw material form 
d. Extent of mechanization 
e. Plant capacity 
Type of process. The Oregon Forest Products Laboratory studies 
show that investment costs for existing hardboard plants using the wet 
process vary from $20,000 to $30,000 per ton dally capacitŷ  and for 
existing plants utilizing the dry process from $10,000 to $20,000 per 
ton of daily capacity. The lower figure for the dry process is 
attributed mainly to the substitution of different equipment for the 
water handling equipment used with the wet process C2U). 
It was reported that capital investment for hardboard plants 
using the wet process, continuous method, varied from $1 million to 
$1.5 million for a production capacity of $0 tons of board per day. 
A plant using the wet process, batch method, was priced around $600,000 
to $800,000, producing 35 tons of board per day (2U). 
A particular plant utilizing the dry process or semi-dry process 
could, possibly cost as nnich as a particular wet process plant, especial­
ly if a large-size press is installed. For exan̂ le, it is reported that 
a 20-opening hot-press, to produce hard surfaced boards h feet 
16 feet and providing pressures up to 1,000 pounds per square inch, may 
cost as much as a half-million dollars. An entire dry process hardboard 
plant using 20-openiig, foot by 8 foot, hot-press generally costs 
about $800,000 for LO tons of finished product daily (2L). 
Generally, capital investment for plants manufacturing hardboard 
is considered substantially lower than for plants producing wood pulp, 
but higher than for most wood-industry plants of equivalent capacity. 
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The estimated costs of the capital investment required for the 
three general processes of particle board production is as follonrs 
(10) s 
Extrusion (2  extruders) . . . . . $661,600 
Multi-platen (16 openings) • • . $705,000 
Continuous pressing ••••.. $1,203,900 
These costs cover relatively large operations. Included in the 
estimates are building, equipmentg installation̂  and engineering costs 
as well as an allowance of 10 per cent of the total to cover contingen­
cies. Production rates of each process is estimated at 2,000 square 
feet of 3A inch thick board per hour. The board density is 1:0 lbs. 
per cu. ft., and panel size is U by 8 feet. 
Type of board produced. The type of board to be produced also 
effects the cost of the machinery. It is reported that the production 
of a thre&-layer board may result in an expenditure of $65,000 in excess 
of that required for the production of a single-layer board (10). 
Raw material form. The reconstituted board plants are usually 
required to invest in some extra equipment for reducing and preparing 
wood raw material for board production. The equipment required de­
pends upon the wood raw material form. For a particle board plant, 
extra equipment is required when wood raw material is in the form of 
cordwood, veneer cores, or slabs and edgings. Primary and secondary 
reduction is necessary to reduce the wood to usable particles, whereas 
in the case of secondary manufacturing residue which is kiln«dried and 
in relatively small sizes, only secondary reduction is required. A 
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dryer nnist also be installed or the material receiving primary reduc-
tior̂  nAiile the kiln-dried waste requires no drying operation» The 
added costs involved in the primary redaction and drying operations, 
plus the necessary conveying equipment, may add $20,000 to the overall 
equipment cost (10). 
Extent of mechanization» Mechanization of a process, by its 
very nature, requires a high or initial equipment cost» Mechanized 
processes, however, allow a lower labor cost per unit of production. 
They also result in a more uniform product. 
Plant capacity. As the mentioned plant costs indicate, there is 
a difference in the initial investment required for the purchase and 
installation of different process types'of comparable production 
capacity. 
Incidental Equipment Cost 
Aside from the machinery required for directly producing the 
reconstituted board, several items of incidental equipment must be 
available to assist in the production and handling, such as heating and 
ventilation fans, fork-lift trucks, tanks for glue storage and board 
finishing equipment (when incorporated). For the most part, this 
equipment is standard and the costs are easily obtainable. The total 
cost may conceivably run as high as $90,000 (10)» 
Freight Charges 
Transportation of the equipment to the installation site amounts 
to a considerable sum. At $2.00 per cwt, for exaaqjle, a 1̂ 00,000 pound 
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plant will cost $85000 to ship ($)« 
Building and Facilities Cost 
Space is required for the establishment of the reconstituted 
board plant including building space and storage space. The area 
required fca* the reconstituted board plant will vary depending upon 
the kinds, capacities, and processes of board production. In general, 
floor space cost is estimated at an average of to $7 per square 
foot (10). 
For example, it was reported that the multi-platen press for 
particle board produced 1,000 square feet of 3A inch thick board per 
hour, required 11,900 square feet. A horizontal extrusion press, 
specifically the Lanewood Press, which produced 96O square feet of 
board per hour, required approximately 200 square feet of floor space 
for the press and its output (exclusive of preparation equipment) (10). 
From the foregoing discussion it may be concluded that the choice 
of manufacturing process can have a direct bearing on the amount of 
money needed to establish a wood reconstituted board plant. 
CHAPTER Vin 
MANDFACTURING COSTS 
Manufacturing costs of plants producing wood reconstituted 
boards reported in this chapter were current in 1955 and 1956* The 
manufacturing costs today must be higher than before because the raw 
material costs, conversion costs, and fixed charged have generally 
become higher. 
Total manufacturing costs of fiberboard, particle board and 
shaving board are comprised of (10): 1. raw material costs | 2. conver­
sion costs; and, 3* Indirect costs. 
A. RAW MATERIAL COSTS 
The raw materials which enter the processes to ultimately become 
wood reconstituted board consist of: 
1* Wood materials 
2. Resins 
3. Other additives 
Wood Materials 
Wood material cost, although a relatively minor item, is an 
important cost factor included in manufacturing costs. The economic 
aspects of the wood materials used are discussed in Chapter HI, and •Uie 
costs of wood materials are shown in Table 3, page 36. 
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Resins 
The largest, single cost item per unit of board produced is the 
synthetic resin that is used to bond the wood materials together. 
Urea-formaldehyde and phenol-fomaldehyde adhesives are the most -widely 
used aM, -where the application of the board is as furniture corestock, 
ureamformaldehyde is almost exclusively the choice. The cost of the 
urea resins, in relation to the phenolics, is approximately ̂ 0 per cent, 
based on comparable solids content. A portion of the cost advantage in 
favor of the ureas is reportedly offset by the lower percentage of 
phenolic resins -which can be used* THhereas 5 to 10 per cent urea 
solids, based on the dry weight of the wood-glue mix, is generally used 
in particle board manufacture, phenolic resin solids are used in quan­
tities approximately 3 to 6 per cent of dry weight of the wood-glue 
mix (10). 
The purchase price of ureai-formaldehyde resins varies with the 
size of purchase and the -type of container. Shipments are made of 
quantities rangiqg ftom 30 gallon units to tank cars containiiig 6000 to 
8000 gallons. Manufacturers» catalogs list purchase prices, based on 
60 to 66 per cent resins solid content, from $0.lL to $0.15 per pound 
for individual 30 gallon drums to about $0,095 per pound as purchased 
in tank car lots. Various particle board manufacturers report -their 
resin costs at between $0,085 and $0,090 per pound, on the basis of 
60 to 66 per cent resin solids (10). 
Reconstituted board producers, in some instances, employ chemical 
engineers to manufacture their own resins, and service the demands of 
the conç)aïy in this respect. 
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Resin manafactixrersj through their representativeŝ  urork -with 
individual concerns in formulating the most suitable resin and catalyst 
combinations for a particular application. As resin prices are fairly 
uniform across the industry, and as the resins furnished by amy of the 
established suppliers are satisfactory, service represents one of the 
major selling points. 
In manufacturing particle board or shaving board, more resin is 
required than in making hardboard, and the cost of the resin per ton of 
particle board and shaving board can be expected to be higher than the 
resin cost for making a ton of hardboard. 
Other Additives 
Catalysts suitable for application in particle board aM shaving 
board production usually sell for approximately $0.10 per pound. Usage 
approximates 2 to 6 per cent based on the weight of the ureaF=formalde-
hyde resin (60 to 66 per cent resin solids) (10). 
The resin, suitably catalyzed and incorporated into the particle 
board, represents approximately 35 to 60 per cent of the total manufac­
turing cost of the board. This is equivalent to between $0.025 and 
$0.0L0 per square foot of medium?"density 3A inch thick board if the 
total manufacturing cost is $0*07 per square foot (10). 
Resin extenders, such as urtieat flour, are used by some producers. 
The extension, in cases lAiere the method of application to the wood 
particles is by spraying, has been used in quantities up to about 
25 per cent based on the resin weî t (60 to 66 per cent resin solids). 
The cost of the wheat flour ranges from $0.0L.5 to $0.055 per pound (10). 
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Size materialŝ , irtien used, are applied in quantities approxi­
mating 2 to 3 per cent of the weight of the resin-wood mix. The cost is 
roughly $0.0U5 to |0.055 per pound (10). 
B. CONVERSION COSTS 
Direct costs incurred in converting the raw material into wood 
reconstituted board are: 
1* Steam 
2. Electric 
3. Oil 
It. Labor 
Steam 
Steam is a relatively small cost item. The cost of this item is 
usually placed at around f0»050 to $0.70 per 1000 pounds (10). The 
Miller-Hofft Process, as indicated in their economic studŷ  utilizes 
1200 pounds per hour in its eight-opening press (5). 
Electriciiy 
Electricity rates vary with the location* For example, in North 
Carolina, it is available at $0,010 to $0,012 per KIWH| Chicago, Illinois 
at $0,006; Corvallis, Oregon at $0,023. Electricity costs will also 
vary with the processes (10,2̂ ). 
Oil 
Oil constitutes a cost factor nihen the wood material to be used 
must be dried, and oil-fired dryers are used to accomplish the job. It 
is also used in some cases to heat the steam boiler. This cost item is 
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not a function of the process typê  but depends on the level of 
production and ttie moisture content of the wood* Cost of oil is 
approximately $0,1S per gallon (10)» 
Labor 
Labor rates vary urith the location of operation. The hourly pay 
for Pacific Northwest workers averaged $2.29̂  compared to $1.68 for 
Mississippi (2U)> and $1.25 to $1.50 for North Carolina (10). The 
number of man-hours required for board production depends on the types 
of board product and the processes. 
C. INDIRECT COSTS 
Cost items indirectly connected with the production of reconsti­
tuted board are, in most instanceŝ  fixed charges that continue at the 
same rate irrespective of the production level. They may represent 
20 to 2$ per cent of the total manufacturing cost (10). Composing 
these charges are depreciation on buildings and machinery, properly 
taxes, insurance, maintenance, and supervision. In addition to the 
indirect manufacturing costs are such charges as general administra­
tion, selling expenses, office supplies and expenses, etc. 
Estimates of manufacturing costs for makirig 1/8 inch and l/k inch 
hardboard, and l/k inch particle board, are summarized in Table 8 (10), 
from data of Elmendorf Research, Inc., of Palo Alto, California. In 
study!% such tabular data, attention is directed to the fact that some 
variations in production cost should be expected depending upon the 
cost accounting method used, the size of operation, and the wide range 
of values placed on the wood residue utilized. 
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TABIE VIII 
APPROXIMA.TE MANDFACTURIHG COSTS OF HAHDBOARD AND PARTICIE B0AHD̂ (2U) 
PEE 1,000 SQUAUE FEET AND PER TON 
Estimated by EHmendorf Research Incorporated, Chicago, Illinois 
ITEM 
1/8 IN. HARDBOARD lA IN. HARDBOARD lA IN. PARTICIE 
BOARD 
MANUFACTURING 
PROCESS 
WOOD FIBERS 
lET FORMING 
CONTINUOUS METHOD 
WOOD FIBERS 
TOT FORMING 
BATCH METHOD 
WOOD GRANUIES 
DRY FORMING 
BATCH METHOD 
RAW MATERIAL 
SLABS, EDGINGS, 
TRIM 
SLABS, EDGINGS, 
TRIM 
SAWDUST, 
SHAVINGS 
Pressing Cycles 
Minutes 
Weight of Boards 
Lbs. per 1,000 S 
Production Voltuae 
Sq.Ft.per 2k Hr. 
Tons per 2l4.Hr. 
Man Hours of Labc 
per Ton of Board 
Capital Investmer 
Amortizations 
10 years. 
Interest 6% 
12 
iq.Ft. 700 
Day 160,000 
Day 56 
r 
I About 7 
tb $1,900,000 
$136 per year 
per $1,000 
15 
1,300 
50,000 
32 
About 7 
$800,000 
$136 per year 
per $1,000 
5 
1,300 
50,000 
32 
About 10 
$350,000 
$136 per year 
per $1,000 
UNIT COSTS - DOLLARS PER 1,000 SQUARE FEET 
RAW MATERIAL COSTS 
Slabs, Edgings, Trim? 
$7*00 per ton Dry Basis $2,14.5 
Sawdust, Shavings? 
#b«00 per ton Dry Basis 
Chemicals, Resin, Alum 
Phenolic Resins I 
yf> at 30̂  per lb. 
8̂  at 30̂  per lb. 
$1.95 
Total Rsir Material Costs* $b#bO 
IU.55 
$11.70 
$16.25 
$2.60 
$31.20 
$33.80 
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TABIE Vni (contimed) 
ITEM 
1/8 IN. HARDBOABD lA IN. HARDBOARD 1/h IN. PARTICIE 
BOARD 
MANDFACTURING 
PROCESS 
WOOD FIBERS 
WET FORMING 
CONTINUOUS METHOD 
WOOD FIBERS 
WET FORMING 
BATCH METHOD 
WOOD GRANULES 
DRY FORMING 
BATCH METHOD 
RAW MATERIAL 
SLABS, EDGINGS, 
TRIM 
SLABS, EDGINGS, 
TRIM 
SAWDUST, 
SHAVINGS 
UKCT COSTS - DOLLARS PER 1,000 SQUARE FEET (continued) 
CONVERSION COSTS 
Suppliess 
Wire Cloth, Oil, 
Repair Parts $2.$0 
Cauls, Screens, Oil, 
Repair Parts 
Gauls, Oil, Repair 
Parts 
Steam at 80̂  per Ton $1.70 
Electricity at 
0.6# per K.W.H. $1.22 
Labor at $2.00 per Hr. $U.80 
Total Conversion Costs; $10.2# 
FIXED CHARGES 
$2.00 
$1.20 
$2.32 
$8.00 
$13.82 
$2.00 
y $1.30 
$12.00 
$12.30 
$1.90 
Administration 
Estimated ats 
$300 per day 
$120 per day 
Insurance; Fire, Workmen's Condensation 
Estimated at? 
$22̂ 000 annually $0.70 
$18,000 annually 
$7f200 annually 
Taxes: 2̂  on Invest 
Amortization of 
Investment 
Total Fixed Charges: 
$3.00 
$1.20 
$0.80 $1.00 
$2.22 $7.00 
$8.62 $12.20 
$3.00 
$1.00 
$0.20 
$3.20 
$7.70 
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TABIE vm (contimed) 
ITEM 
1/8 IN, EfiRDBOAHD lA IN. HARDBOARD 1/h IN. PAETICIE 
BOARD 
MANOFACTimilJG 
PROCESS 
WOOD FIBERS 
WET FORMING 
GOHTIMJOTIS METHOD 
WOOD FIBERS 
WET FORMING 
BATCH METHOD 
WOOD GRANDIES 
DRY FORMING 
BATCH METHOD 
RAW MATERIAL 
SLABS, EDGINGS, 
TRIM 
SLABS, EDGINGS, 
TRIM 
SAWDUST, 
SHAVINGS 
TOTAL MAMDFACTURI 
PER 1,000 SQUARE 
TOTAL MAMJFACTURl 
PER TON 
m COST 
1 FEET 
$23,30 
m COST 
$66*60 
$1*2*30* 
$65*00* 
$56.80* 
$87.10* 
*l/k Inch Board 
B̂ased on these conditionss 
Slab Wood at $7*00 pw ton. Dry Basis 
Smrdost at $1**00 per ton. Dry Basis 
Phenolic Resin at 30̂  per pound 
Labor at $2.00 per hour 
CHAPTER IX 
MAEKETIMG 
In today's business world the marketing of some products may be 
more of a problem than manufacturing them or getting the raw materials, 
even if the products fill a utilitarian need satisfactorily and are 
desired by mary people. Limited consumption of such products may be 
attributed either to lack of consumer acceptance or to failure in 
overcoming intensified competition for the limited dollars idiich conr-
sumers have available to spend. In other words, the solution for such 
situations lies in conducting proper advertising, sales promotion, and 
direct selling activities. 
A. PRODUCTION FOR THE MARKET 
At the end of 19̂ 6, there were about 16 hardboard plants (2i&) 
and 31 particle board plants (10) iriiich were producing board for sale 
on the open market. The total annual capacity of these 16 hardboard 
plants and 3I particle board plants was about 1250 million square feet, 
on a 1/8 inch thick board basis (2U), and 225 million square feet, on 
a 3/U inch thick board basis (10), respectively. The larger part of 
this particle boatd volume was applied as carestock, but included 
sliding doors, decorative panels, sheathing, and under layment for 
floors. 
Future demands for wood reconstituted board can be determined by 
population growth. It was estimated that the excess of births over 
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deaths results in an equivalent of adding a city of UÔ OOO people in 
the United States every week (2I4). Today's population of 173 million 
is expected to grow to 175 million by 1960, and to exceed 200 million 
by 1975* based on the present growth rate (2U), So the rapid growth in 
population will offer expanded markets for the many items of wood re­
constituted boards - - - residential construction, furniturê  cabinets, 
and many others. 
With increased popularity of hardboard, plus higher demands 
through population gains, it is entirely possible that some 86O million 
square feet of hardboard, 1/8 inch basis, will be used in 1975 for resi­
dential construction and 3s050 million square feet in all fields, as 
predicted by the Stanford Research Institute (19) estimates for selected 
years, 1960-1975, are summarized in Tables 9 and 10 (̂ ), giving a 
break-down by uses. 
Considerable growth also is expected for the insulating board and 
shaving board market for the same reasons. 
B, PRICING FACTORS 
Basic pricing factors consist ofs 
1. Factory price 
2. Freight costs 
Factory Price 
The market price of wood reconstituted board will vary -with its 
type and quality. The price depends partly on manufacturing costs, and 
partly on the selling price of other materials used for the same pur­
poses. For example, cut-to-size yellow poplar lumber corestock, 5/8 to 
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TABLE IX 
MABKET FOR HAEDBOARD IN NEW RESnJENTIAL CONSTRUCTION (2ii) 
MIIUOHS OF SQUARE FEET OF BOARD 
1953 ACTUALS I960 - 1975 ESTIMATED 
Conç)iled by Stanford Research Institute 
QUANTITIES FOR VARIOUS USES IN DWELLTNGS 
YEAR FLOORS WALTS CEILINGS ROOFS OTHER TOTAL 
1/8 Inch 
BASIS 
1953 15 î l 23 17 lit no 126 
i960 ii5 95 50 ho 30 260 300 
1965 60 155 85 65 55 ii20 Ii75 
1970 60 230 115 95 70 570 6L5 
1975 70 320 1L5 130 95 760 860 
TABIE X 
MAEKET FOR HARDBOiED IN AH, FIELDS (2U) 
SQïïAEE FEET OF BOAED, 1/8 INCH BASIS 
19̂ 2 ACTUAL! I960 - 197̂  ESTIMATED 
Compiled by Stanford Research Institute 
lEAE MANDFACTURINQ FUENITDEE HOUSEHOLD CONSTRUCTION TOTAL 
1952 280,000,000 325,000,000 175,000,000 220,000,000 1,000,000,000 
I960 100,000,000 U30,000,000 210,000,000 530,000,000 1,600,000,000 
1962 1:60,000,000 530,000,000 270,000,000 770,000,000 2,030,000,000 
1970 570,000,000 650,000,000 330,000,000 1,000,000,000 2,550,000,000 
1972 630,000,000 780,000,000 360,000,000 1,280,000,000 3,050,000,000 
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11/16 inch thick, ready to glue into plywood̂  sells for $0.2$ per square 
foot. Particle boards on the other hand, in thicknesses of 3A to 7/8 
inch, sells for $0*lL per square foot. The maimfacturing cost for 
yellow poplar lumber cores varies from $0.1$ to $0.22 per square foot; 
lAiile the same cost for wood particle board ranges from $0.0$ to $0.10 
per square foot (10). 
Freight Costs 
The distance over which the wood reconstituted board must be 
transported to a market, and consequently the freight charges incurred, 
are an iî ortant consideration from the stan(̂ oint of price. The manu­
facturing location is practically limited to the source of raw material 
*hich is, in the main, bulky residual wood. The ideal situation •would 
be to have raw material supply and the market in proximity to one anoth­
er. 
Freight rates vary by the type of board and the distance ship­
ments travel fraca. the plant to their destination. 
G. MARKET POTENTIAL 
Expansion in Applications 
One of the most obvious means of expanding the use of the 
products is to capture a greater portion of the market in *hich the 
product alreacfy has a share. Wood reconstituted board appears likely 
to follow this procedure. The expanded application of reconstituted 
board also depends to some extent on technical improvement of its 
properties. In addition to the possibility of direct substitution of 
reconstituted board far other materials, additional markets may be 
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found through product development. It is conceivable that the pricê  
and in some cases the physical, advantages of reconstituted board can 
be exploited through changes in structural design of the product. 
Export and Import 
The export and/or import of wood reconstituted board apparently 
•will not greatly influence the potential sales of the product in this 
country. Since reconstituted board has a low value per unit of •weight, 
long distance shipnenfcs have a tremendous effect on the relative cost 
of the delivered product# A small import duty, along -with high freight 
costs, should prevent reconstituted boards from foreign countries from 
flooding the United States market. In this country, the product has a 
total labor cost which is lower than distance freight charges, and this 
shouM prevent loŵ -wage countries from overcoming the high freight 
costs and duty by peering low wages. Experts from the U.S. will be 
limited by the same economic considerations. 
D. RECONSTITUTED BOARD PDRCHASES BT TYPE OF DOMEŜ 'IC CUSTOMER 
Purchasers of reconstituted board may be classified into five 
general groups (2L): 
1. Industrial consumers and fabricators that convert 
reconstituted board into finished products, or 
that utilize reconstituted board as a component 
part of their product. 
2. Tïholesale distributors of building materials which 
carry substantial stocks of various kinds of 
reconstituted board for resale to retail es­
tablishments . 
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3. "Brand-name" firms in the buildiî g materials field 
•which distribute reconstituted board (to round out 
their line) along -with other products of their own 
manufacturê  selling under private labels on a 
nationwide basis* 
it. Retail dealers of lumber and building materials, 
who sell to building contractors, to the small 
industries, and to the public generally. 
The United States Government, which uses reconstituted 
board for various military, industrial, and civilian 
applications. 
E, TRADE PROMOTION 
Industry Cooperation 
The industry-wide trade promotion should be used to inform the 
public concerning the characteristics of the product. This would not 
only include advertising to the general public, but would also include 
the publication of technical bulletins for architects and designers. 
Advertising 
Advertising is now being conducted on a wide scale the larger 
producers of wood reconstituted board. Consumer advertising ia bring­
ing reconstituted board to the attention of the public. Information is 
being distributed both through trade outlets and directly to architects 
and designers. 
F. MARKET ANALYSIS 
Advertising and trade promotion can develop sales for a new 
product only when the potential market actually exists. Comprehensive 
market analyses are very helpful in determining where a potential 
market lies and irtiat sales volume can reasonably be expected. With the 
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facts determined from a scientific market analysis, advertising and 
trade promotion can be realistically pointed toward a definite goal. 
G, COORDINATION OF PRODUCTION WITH ADVERTISING 
Advertising cannot be properly directed to the market until it 
is coordinated with the actual manufacturer of the product* The 
characteristics of the product to be made are determined by the demands 
of the consumersj as indicated from the market analysis» This is de­
pendent on the ability of the factory to produce the board irtiich is 
specified, at the price the consumers will pay. When all this informa­
tion is available, an advertising program can be developed which will 
obtain customers for the product as it is produced. Consumers must be 
advised of the characteristics of the board being produced, the range 
of sizes in which it can be obtained and where it is available. For the 
advertising to be effective, the product must have the characteristics 
and availability as advertised. This means that current records must be 
kept of distributors* sales so that production can be coordinated witdi 
sales and advertising. 
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